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'Faculty Backlash' Menaces
Student Role In Committees

by Norm Roger
Over the past few weeks a
phenomenon which Yard President Dan Hurson has termed
"faculty backlash" has ,!:Jeen developing in reaction to an increasing role played by students in the
administration of the University.
With students already admitted
to, or seeking membership on

Students Ailing
After Cafeteria
Spaghetti Bout
Although the 1968-69 edition of
the G-Book maintains that "The
University fulfills its responsibility by providing the finest food at
a reasonable cost," many of the
Hilltop's male residents would disagree after having fallen victim
to food poisoning at New South
Cafeteria last Thursday evening.
Friday morning there was an
unusual run on the University's
infirmary by about 25 or 30 students complaining of diarrhea and
other indispositions. Dr. John Esswein, director of the University
health service, said the students
were suffering from a mild case
of food
poisoning,
"probably
staphylococcus," due to spaghetti
they had eaten in the cafeteria.
Dr. Esswein said the staphylococcus "is one of the more common
types of food poisoning."
Mr. John Loescher, manager of
the food service, agreed the cause
of poisoning was the spaghetti,
saying, "We tried to talk to as
many people as we could, and
that was the one thing they all
had in common." He pointed out,
however, that only that portion of
the meal which was served around
5 :30 p.m. last Thursday was infected with the poisoning.
Loescher said, "We're real sorry
it happened, and are very embarrassed to say the least. We refunded the money of all those students who went to the infirmary
and came and complained to us,
and apologized to them for the inconvenience." All the students did
agree that it was a tremendous
inconvenience.
Although he declined to pinpoint
the exact cause of the infection in

most of the University's major
executive and legislative committees, several professors have registered opposition to this mushrooming power. As the chairman
of the English Department, Dr.
Roger Slakey, phrased it, they fear
that "the students who want representation on such committees
are iconoclasts or agitators," and
have fearful remembrances of
Berkley and Columbia.
Dr. Louis Baker, chemistry department chairman, strongly believes that student representation
on the ex e cut i v e committee
of the School of For e i g n
Service is "a very foolish thing to
do because it ignores the factor
of qualifications. It is analagous to
having a first year medical student standing at the elbow of a
surgeon and saying, "cut this way
or that . . It takes experience to
run a good university. There is a
lot of guarding needed for a university that students don't realize
-they cannot be expected to have
the background."
The Rev. Thomas R. Fitzgerald,
S.J., academic vice president, attributes this squaring-off between
faculty and students to the fact
that after having "fairly well redefined the students' role in terms
of co-curricular activities and social life we are now at the more
difficult point of deciding what
role a student should have in determining the academic development of the University. I think it
will be difficult and will require
a lot of patience."
Hurson said there is "a growing
sense of tension between the faculty and the students, but not too
many students are in a position

to be aware of this. Some faculty
members are concerned that students are gaining too much power too fast, and fear that they
will get a position of authority
they shouldn't be in."
Hurson feels that part of the
problem revolves around the fact
that the faculty sees the stUdents
as being transitory and inexperienced, whereas they are connected with the University for an
extended time. "They feel it is
useless to let us make decisions
which will last for years after we
are gone. What they fail to realize
is that we represent a segment of
the University that will always
be here-the student body," he
said.
Dr. Baker said, "If we have to
explain to people who don't have
previous knowledge, this will add
greatly to the committee's time.
To be effective then it would have
to meet two times a week. This
would not happen and substantial
decisions will revert to the dean's
office and be influenced by slick
professors who congregate about
the dean. You will get a backdoor
political association."
Hurson also said the faculty
members are concerned that students are only able to look at
things in terms of short-term goals
"In a sense this is true. I want as
much as I can get. But if something should and has to be done,
then there is no reason for not
doing it now."
Hurson's worry is that a solution
will not be found before the problem of "backlash" really develops,
and he is attempting to prevent
such an impasse.
(Continued on Page 18)
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While most stUdents no doubt disagree with Dr. Louis C. W. Baker
on student power, they cannot criticize him for any lack of candor.
He called student representation on the SFS executive committee
"a very foolish thing."

Office Of Registrar
Incites Draft Havoc
In the University's ever-vigilant
attempts to streamline the bureaucratic red tape which at times
works to strangle a large institution, the registrar's office recently succeeded in alarming a wide
section of the Hilltop's stUdent
population as a result of their failure to send confirmation of student status to the local draft
boards.
A number of students received
requests for verification of their

G. U. Alumni Board Debates
Role Of Students In Group

deSirability of student participation, but the most heated debate
and disagreement arose over the
methods by which it might be
implemented.
The executive committee of the
Alumni Association charged last
spring both the student-alumni relations committee and the constitution commIttee of the Associa(Continued on Page 18)
tion to consider the "problem" of
the inclusion of students in the
Association.
The committees found it necessary to review the words of Article
II, Section lb. of the Association
by-laws which state "all persons
who have at any time been regularly enrolled as students in good
standing" are eligible for Association membership. The studentalumni relations committee proposed that seniors of all the
schools and graduate students in
their last year of study be included in the Association. The positions taken reflect perhaps both
the internal problems of the Association and the dichotomy of
both the views on the question.
No action was taken in Philadelphia concerning this constitutional consideration of the problem since the constitution commitThe purpose of education, some say, lies in building bridges. The physical plant office, showing that it is tee had not yet fully considered
an integral part of this education community, has built some bridges of its own. Tile comparison need the matter.
not be drawn out any further.

The campus controversy over
the role of the Georgetown student
in the affairs of the University
Alumni Association was carried to
the Philadelphia meeting of the
group's board of governors and
senate on Nov. 9.
The meeting generated mixed
and strong feelings concerning the
proposals of the student-alumni

relations committee of the Alumni
Association. The controversy developed over both the content of
the proposals and the fact that
they were complex and could not
be effectively considered when presented orally, as they were by
Mrs. Diane Baxter, co-chairman
of the committee. There was general agreement concerning the

(Continued on .Page 19)

2-S (student draft deferment)
standing from the University, indicating that if this was not complied with they would be liable to
reprocessing and induction. Several students, not offered this
courtesy by their local draftboards, have been ordered to report for their pre-induction physical which they will have to undergo while their status is being
appealed.
Mr. John V. Quinn, University
registrar, attributed the failure
to confirm student status with
the draft boards to "a computer
problem." Mr. Quinn said that in
in the past the forms were available by the first week in November, "But it took longer to file the
new forms through than anticipated."
Well over 100 students visited
the registrar's office on Thursday and Friday, more than a little
alarmed at hearing from their
draft boards after such a long
period of deferment. Mr. Quinn,
however, said that most of them
were "simply requests for a verification of full-time student status
by the University, and these were
sent out immediately." He did admit, "In a few cases the student
was told to report for the exam.
The problem isn't over yet, though,
and we expect more students to
come in with these forms."
The slowdown was not due to
a breakdown of computers, but
to mistakes both on the part of
the students "nd the registrar's
office. Quinn said that on some
of the forms filled out by the students at registration there was
no draft number, or it was so
garbled that it was impossible to
use. He suspects that some people
wrote down their telephone numbers in the draft box. .. At any
rate, these had to be sorted out
by hand and put aside. This took
quite a while. I'm sure they'll
be getting notices, so we're waiting for them."
Another problem came as a direct result of the transfer from
the simple brown cards to the
more comprehensive green infor(Continued on Page 17)
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OZYMANDIAS
by Gene Payne

l!I9'ti

I'll Trade You Three Alan Anleches . . .
When you're only six years old, there aren't many other
things that are very important. The toy soldiers are fun to
play with but hard to share, the small stack of football cards
still smells of bubble gum (except for Chuck Bednarik, whom
you found in the street), and everyone knows that the FortyNiners are the good guys.
The Forty-Niners were my team, but the players I hardly
knew. There was Hugh McElhenny, there was Y. A. Tittle,
there was Pitt Josephs. Oh, you won't find Pitt in the record
books; he was imaginary, you see.
r first noticed Pitt when he was still a rookie. He played
fullback. It wasn't that he was the only rookie on the squad,
maybe not even the best. But he talked to me; and when
you're six, that's all that's important.
Pitt played, some rookies do, and played well; but there
were no hero's wreaths-rookies are never the big stars.
When football season is over, a young boy's mind turns
to Christmas-an exciting time. For then there are lots of
toys and, if you're lucky, no clothes.
Football season when you're seven means a little more.
The stack of football cards is bigger now, the smell of bubble
gum disappears with handling, and the Forty-Niners are
more familiar.
But it's still fun to pretend, and old Pitt is back for another
year. We're a better team this year-we even have a superstar. It isn't Pitt, although he's out there giving it everything
he's got. This year he scores touchdowns (and even fumbles
once). He's lucky though, everyone remembers the touchdowns, and only his friends remember the fumble. Still no
hero's wreath-but then, his time will come.
It's great to be going on eight. The trees in the park still
offer a challenge, and there are only a couple that can't be
climbed. That seventh grade traffic boy who seems so tall
even says hi; but then so does the little girl who sits in the
first row, and she's just the teacher's pet. Who cares anyhow,
there's a kickball game at recess and you're on the blue team
and you might even get to pitch and ... before you know it
you're eight.
This year you're going for the complete set of football
cards and you don't even bother chewing the bubble gum.
You've become a football expert what with first and ten,
red dog, and your favorite play, the screen pass.
Old Pitt is back, but not as often. He has to compete with
another fullback. It's a pretty even match but Joe Perry
seems to have the edge-he's bigger anyhow, and it's only
pure guts that keeps Pitt in there half the time. Pitt plays it
straight, too--early to bed and all that-and nobody wants
to win more than he. But still no hero's wreath; it doesn't
matter-there'll come a time.
When you get to eight and a half, things are going pretty
well. There are the times tables and late afternoon television;
but the teachers are meaner now, and there's homework.
School'S terrible, and who can wait for the day when you'll
be through with school forever?
Football season is different too. There are games every day
after school, and on Saturday everyone goes to the parkwith helmets. Football cards are fun to flip, but that once
orderly stack is now just a cigar box filled wilth your favorite flipping cards.
This is the last year for Pitt Josephs since when you're
nine you're getting too big to pretend-even if no one knows
about it. He's a stalwart of the team-none are more loyal,
none are more committed. But this is the day of the young
super-stars, and they are recognized and praised by alleven by Pitt who will tell you that everyone is a star.
I'll remember Pitt's last game; r suppose I'll be the only
one. There were no touchdowns and no fumbles, but there
was drive, desire, and determination. Even when he almost
broke away on that thirty-two yard play, the crowd cheered
more for the team than for the man.
He will play no more, and there will never be a hero's
wreath; it doesn't matter. For those four short years he gave
his best.
Who could ask for more?
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Georgetown Alumni Achieve
Distinction In U.S. Congress
(The follolVing is Cl capsule
SllmmCtry of Georgetown alllmni
who Cll'e members of COllgress.
FlltU.1'e Clrticles will p/'ofile individual Hilltop graduates who have
10011 Capitol Hill offices.)
by JOE' Maddu

Many aspiring politicians have
entered the gates of Georgetown
at 37th and "0" Streets during
the University's 179 year history,
and many hav~ later taken seats
under the Capitol dome. This session of Congress will have a particular Hilltop tinge to it as 12
of its members have either graduated from the University or have
done graduate work here.
There are seven Representatives
connected with Georgetown University. Lawrence J. Burton (RUtah) is a former political science post-graduate at Georgetown.
John D. Dingell (D-Michigan)
earned a B.S. in chemistry here in
1949 and a law degree later.
Ed Edmondson (D-Oklahoma)
gained an L.L.B. here in 1947.
Democrat James Kee of West
Virginia finished his education at
the Edmund A. Walsh School of
Foreign Service. Ohio Republican
J. William Stanton earned a
Georgetown B.S. in 1949. Lawrence J. Hogan, Maryland Republican, a Georgetown graduate, will
enter House chambers as a freshman legislator come January.
These men have distinguished
themselves already in polities.
Burton has been termed "the
Watchdog of the Treasury" for
his economy-minded voting record.

Dingell is known as an outstanding conserva tionist. Edmondson,
elected nine times to the House
already, has been assistant Democratic whip of the House. Kee has
been involved in over half a dozen
House committees. Ottinger was
one of the founding fathers of the
Peace Corps. Stanton, a bemedaled World War II veteran, has
been heavily involved in Congressional subcommittees. Hogan has
quite a tradition to live up to.
Hogan, representing suburban
Maryland, enters the House in
January after failing in his bid for
Congress in 1966. Running against
incumbent Rep. Herbert Machen
this year, he reversed the tide and
won by a respectable margin.
There are also five Senators
with a Georgetown background.
Alan Bible, Democrat from Nevada, received an L.L.B. at Georgetown in 1934. J. Caleb Boggs,
(R-Delaware) also received an
L.L.B in 1937. Philip Hart (DMichigan) received a B.A. here in
1934. Joseph Montoya (D-New
Mexico) also received an L.L.B.
in 1939. Harrison A. Williams (DNew Jersey) did graduate work at
the School of Foreign Service.
These men have already achieved
much in politics. Bible is heavily
involved in Senate committee work.
Boggs is in his sixth Congressional
term. Hart is assistant majority

SENATOR HART
whip in the Senate. Montoya has
been particularly connected with
Latin American relations. Williams
is also heavily submerged in committee work.
Georgetown has provided over
two percent of the 91st Congress,
a large amount considering the
number of universities in the U.S.;
and it seems to have contributed
a very successful two percent.

REPRESENTATIVE STANTON

Great New Show
-The British Highwick™
Gant fashions the spread
collar higher and with
more gentle slope. Great
show - very British.
And so is the luxuriant
cotton broadcloth in this

Gant Highwick shirt.
Tailored with singular
precision from collar to
French cuff - patently
Gant. In white or blue.

Marino Starace
Chef
Cooking is spelled Starace.
Marino, his brother Mario, and
his father are all chefs here in
Washington. His father being
chef of the Italian Embassy for
the past seven years. Young,
but very experienced for his
26 years, Marino has been with
1789 for a little over a year
now. With his wife and two
children, he lives in McLean,
Virginia, a long way from his
native Rome.

Gant solid color button-down
and town collar shirts $8.

Gant striped shirts $8.50 to $10
Gant shirts for women
Permanent press $9
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Georgetown University Shop
36th & N Streets, N.W.
FEDERAL 7-8100
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LaPare Issu1es Verhal Attacl{.
On Policies Of Student Bank
by Steve Kruft
The Georgetown University Student Bank has once again come
under fire, this time from Yard
Treasurer Larry LaPare and students employed in University
offices. LaPare introduced a successful resolution at Sunday's
Yard meeting to study the situation.
LaPare's anger is created by a
bank which he feels has not lived
up to its obligations to Georgetown students. The students are
dissatisfied because the University
refuses to cash its own checks and
requires them to go to the AmeriEven the Studlent Bank has finally experienced the Hilltop's baptism can Security and Trust Company
by fire-criticism. Yard Treasurer Larry LaPare has scored the at Pennsylvania and 15th Streets,
bank's "bad attitude."
or open an account in a local
bank. Criticism has also resulted
from long lines at the windows
and the placing of a $50 limit on
checks to be cashed.
LaPare noted that the Student
Bank "is really not doing its job.
The whole concept of a student
bank is one of service, and they
aren't living up to it.
"Most of the time even their
attitude is bad. They act like
they're doing you a favor." He
said the refusal of the bank to
accept Georgetown checks is "just
ridiculous. It has no logic at all.
They don't take any risk on their
own checks."
University Controller Richard

Part-time Work
Men and Women
Office in Rosslyn (Arlington), Va. has openings for
assistant interviewers. $2.25
an hour to start.
Call Mr. Caldwell for appointment: 779-2840 Mon.Fri.

Richardson disagrees with the
criticism leveled at the bank, saying, "It is a misnomer to call this
a student bank; it is not a bank."
Rather, he says, the purpose of
the Student Bank is to provide
service for out-of-town students
who do not maintain accounts at
district banks.
Students may cash checks and
maintain an account at the bank.
Account services bear with them
a charge of three dollars, a sum
which many, LaPare among them,
regard as being unreasonable. According to Richardson, the bank is
operated annually at a cost of
ten thousand dollars, but has income of less than two thousand.
Mr. Richardson said that the
services of the bank have come to

be limited not due to expense, but
due to abuse by "a few irresponsible students" who in the past have
made a practice of cashing checks
which are returned for insufficient
funds. In such a situation the
bank must take the loss. Acceptance of checks from local banks,
Richardson noted, has proven to
add to this problem. He said that
a choice had tc be made between
limiting the services of the already-expensive facility and losing
more than the usual eight thousand dollars.
The controller added that he
feels that the long waiting lines
and poor service are often the result of stude'1ts failing to fill out
necessary forms or endorse checks
before approaching the windows.

NetV CulturalAlliance
Will AtteTflpt Changes
Despite Georgetown's position
in the heart of the nation's capital,
the University is plagued by a lack
of social, cultural, and academic
events on a part with her location.
In an attempt to remedy this situation Dan Hurson, president of the
Yard, has disbanded the Yard Cultural Committee and established
an ad hoc cultural coalition.
Hurson said, "I have become
increasingly disturbed over the
past few months that Georgetown's
social and cultural awareness and
response has sunk to an abysmal
low. The events of this semester
in these areas-which have been
nil-have convinced me this campus is not only sleeping, but on
the verge of unconsciousness."
Part of the problem, he feels,
lies in the fact that new ideas,
new cultural programs, have
failed to be unearthed; "and the
Georgetown community of stu-

dents, faculty, and administrators
have failed to interact effectively
in this regard."
As a result of these failures,
Hurson has disbanded the Yard
Cultural Committee, saying "Individual student committees are
not an effective way of generating
campus-wide interest in cultural
events." To fill the gap the cultural committee has been unable
to bridge, Hurson is initiating a
cultural coalition, "of interested
students, faculty, and administrators-drawn from all schools and
segments of the University . . .
I don't care who they are or where
they're from."
It is Hurson's hope that this
group "will address itself to igniting the spark of cultural, social and intellectual awareness on
the Georgetown campus, through
any and all creative approaches
that may be devised. Only by
means of a cooperative University
effort can effective and unique
campus cultural programming be
successful."
Brian Phelan, now ex-chairman
of the cultural committee, was
amenable to the dissolution, realizing, as Hurson put it, "that his
committee was not an adequate
instrument for its goals."
The cultural coalition of interested students, faculty, and administrators, will meet in Copley
Lounge Friday, Nov. 22, at 4 p.m.

Our Classic Natural
Shoulder Topcoat
This medium weight coat is tailored of a tine, sturdy
wool fabric that's very warm without being very heavy
or bulky. Soft natural shoulder and classic lines make
it a perfect all-purpose coat-it looks equally good for
campus or evening wear. Medium and dark grey, olive
and brown. Extraordinary value. Regulars, shorts and
longs.

$78.50
BRITISH SHORT WARMS $130 & $160
LONDON FOG ZIP-LINED COATS $50 & $60
LODENFREY COATS FROM AUSTRIA $35 & $40
CORDUROY, TWEED, CAMEL, POPLIN OUTERCOATS $50
AUSTIN-HILL & CORBIN SLACKS

Sergio Micheli
Chef
Sergio, 26, has spent three of
those years working up from
cook to chef here at 1789.
When first in this country from
Genoa, Italy, Sergio worked
for the former Chief of Protocol, Wiley Buchanan, where on
occasion he cooked for now
President-elect Nixon.
Sergio, his lovely wife, daughter, and father (also a chef).
have a house in Chevy Chase.

to $100

$21 to $35
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Editorials

Poverty in Plenty
This campus displays a peculiar propensity flop." The Gaston Lecture committee's only
for talk. The quality as well as consequence presentation was Dutch theologian Edward
of the talk mayor may not match it for Schillebeeckx, who was hopping from one
American university to the next anyway.
sheer abundance.
During the University's 175 Anniversary The year's most popular speaker was poet
year, that Brobdignagian birthday party Alan Ginsberg, sponsored by the Yard
lasting from September of 1963 to December Culture Committee, which was not organized
of 1964, the talk increased by leaps and to host lecturers in the first place. The Inbounds. Surprisingly enough, its quality was ternational Relations Club hosted King Hussein, whose address could not help but be a
such that it has yet to be matched.
Gabriel Marcel came here to talk about success-but the IRC's upcoming program is
"Science and Wisdom." Christopher Hollis not all that promising.
Surely the Anniversary Year's biggest
examined "The Prophetic Vision of George
Orwell." Stephen Spender read his poetry, assets in drawing speakers to Georgetown
and Flannery O'Connor lectured on "The were what is commonly meant by assetsCatholic Novelist in the Protestant South." money. The University's present lecture
Other writers who came to add their committees and other organizations seeking
thoughts were Edward Albee, Arthur Koest- popular lecturers can by no means match
ler, Vladmir Nabakov, and C. P. Snow. the Anniversary's funds. Yet there is anTalking about foreign policy were Hans other aspect that can and should be matched
Morgenthau, Barbara Ward, and Wayne -central planning and organization.
There is little to be gained from several
Morse. Gunner Myrdal and Michael Harrington addressed themselves to the problem organizations sometimes working at odds
of poverty. Even Pope Paul delivered a mes- with each other to obtain the same speaker.
sage, via satellite, at the Anniversary's open- And there is nothing at all to be gained from
ing ceremony; and President Johnson closed contacting the very best speakers only a few
it all with a policy address. Chief Justice months before the time desired for them to
come to Georgetown-and find out that
Warren spoke somewhere in between.
The traditional Gaston and Walsh lectures their schedules are already filled.
The International Relations Club
We strongly suggest that a University will present an address by tne
alone could not accommodate these and
quite a few other speaekrs. And so there committee be formed to coordinate the pro- Ambassador of Nigeria, Joseph
suddenly appeared the Robert Plunkett Lec- grams of the various organizations. Such a Iyalla, toni~ht at 7:30 y.m. in the
.
.
Hall of Na tlOns. He WIll speak on
tures in the Humanities, the Edward Doug- comm~ttee cou~d also enlIst the support of 'the Nigerian Crisis and Biafra
las White Lectures in Law, the John Alex- alumm and frIends across the natIOn who and will be followed by a question
ander Simpson Lectures in Art, and the would be most helpful in contacting the de- and answer session and a panel
James Curley Lectures in Science. Comple- sired speakers. Finally, the committee could discussion. Non-members w~n be
k
f
.
d b ' asked to donate 25¢ but WIll be
·
menting all this were a seminar on "Poverty ob tam
spea er~ ar m a vance. e?ause It invited to a post-speech reception
in UIenty" (which might be applied to the would necessarIly have the contmUlty that for the ambassador.
present speaker situation on campus), the student organizations most of the time lack.
The possibility of unification
Edmund Burke Symposium, and if these
(This editorial appeared some weeks ago.
was
crptically hinted at this week
were not enough, the Holiday Symposium To date, neither the Gaston nor Walsh Lec- by Dave
Hill, East Campus junior
ture Committees have announced the year's class president. Hill is a member
on Russia.
Recent programs have left little language programs. Last week, however, the Univer- of the student governrnnent study
to abuse, what with the apparent scarcity of sity community heard Jose Mendoza speak committee which is expected to
sweeping recommendations
speakers. Last year's Walsh Lecture Series, on tpe California grape boycott. Sic vitta make
concerning student government.
according to this year's chairman, "was a est.)
Possibly referring to the upcoming report, Hill wrote to members
of his class, "Keep your eyes and
ears open. The revolution is almost upon us." He wrote, "The
spectre of three separate and
Georgetown's office of planning and physi- be a bit more bearable if some warning were autonomous student councils, five
academic councils, and six resical plant has a penchant for surprises. Most first sounded.
dence councils can't help but comFor example, when physical plant stopped pound the problem and thus eneveryone, we are sure, likes surprises-but
weekend garbage pickup in the dormitories, danger the quality of your educanot everyone, we are equally sure, likes it notified no one save the garbagemen, so tion." The report's delay was
physical plant.
that not even the more slovenly residents blamed on "trying to convince
To illustrate our point, we turn to Cop- could mend their ways at least until Monday. recalcitrant student 'leaders' that
ley's necessary facilities. When one washes The result was as frightful to behold as it change is needed."
in a Copley shower and a nearby como de was to smell.
Meanwhile, Hill's counterpart
inevitably flushes, the cold water abruptly
It is customary for local governments to in the College, junior class Presidisappears, with only the hot remaining to post notices when some inconvenience is dent Tom Schroeter, has kept a
tight security clamp on his govscald the bather. Needless to say, the scald- about to befall the citizenry. Now we do ernment
study group. It is not
ing certainly comes as a surprise-of sorts. not mean to equate Georgetown's physical expected, however, to offer any
Now we do not mean to extend the com- plant with local government-but we do concrete changes in student govparison so as to equate physical plant with think that physical plant could imitate gov- ernment. Most agree that student
government as it today exists at
Copley's comodes. What we do mean to point ernment even as it has imitated Copley's Georgetown
will undergo a severe
out is that physical plant's activities would camodes.
challenge this year.

Newsbriefs

Physical Plant's Surprises

Contemporary Economic Problems and Issues in Latin America
will be the topic of a symposium
Saturday in the Hall of Nations
10 a.m. to noon and 2 a.m. to 5
p.m. Dr. Luis Escobar will act as
chairman.
Plans are already being developed in the wake of a successful effort last week for an ROTC
blood drive in the Spring. Over 75
people donated blood in the recent
drive sponsored by the Scabbard
and Blade.
In one aspect anyway, house
councils have' come of age. The
joint residence councils of Georgetown University have joined an
organization which probably will
not become a catchy household
word-the North Atlantic Association of College and University
Residence H a II s (conveniently
shortened tot h e eve n m 0 r e
memorable NAACURH). The
group is planning a meeting
Saturday Dec. 14 on the Hilltop;
it has not been mentioned whether
or not the group will discuss a new
name.
Philodemic Club President P.
John Owen has announced that
Flaxie Pinkett, a leading Washington democrat who ran with the
Rev. Channing Phillips in the D.C.
primary as a stand-in for the late
Sen. Robert Kennedy, will speak
on the future of the American
Negro Voter on Dec. 2. Thurmon
L. Dodson, chairman of the National Conference of Concerned
Afro-American Republicans, will
discuss the same issue Dec. 9.
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Letters to the Editor
ALUMNI DEFENSE
To the Editor:
Since you printed my most recent letter, almost in full, and
referred to me by name in yoar
editorial "The Problem With
Alumni" in the issue of Nov.
7, I assume you will be interested
in some further comments designed to put "the problem" in
more accurate perspective.
It is not correct to infer that,
because a very small number of
Alumni cast a ballot in the election of officers, the rest are not
interested. As in most benevolent
organizations, a nominating committee organizes a slate of officers and regional representatives,
based on their record of interest
and participation. Formerly, there
was a separate printing and mailing of ballots with pre-paid return envelopes. To save money,
the ballot was combined with the
magazine.
Since there is only a single
slate of nominees (there are very
rarely alternate nominations by
petition), the action of checking
and returing thf' ballot is simply
a cooperative gesture and not to
return it implies nothing more
in most cases than negligence or
a tendency to procrastinate.
As to the number of potential
contributors, the actual number
on the rolls is 36,928. Of these,
over 32,000 are solicited. The reason for the difference is tha t
there are old people, sick people,
religious, etc., who are not in a
position to contribute. And some,

for various reasons, ask not to be
solicited. Of the total of 32,000,
some 14,000 are graduates of the
professional schools and the Graduate School. It is a familiar fact
to people in this field that a
graduate's first loyalty is generally to his college. We have many
loyal Alumni and generous contributors from the graduate and
professional schools, and we try
constantly to interest more. Still,
it is not realistic to count on the
support of a very large proportion
of this sector.
Now, let me give some figures
to show how Georgetown looks
in comparison, first with some
other Jesuit institutions; and next,
with some other private universities of similar size and complexity. These are the latest figures available from the American
Alumni Council. They cover the
year 1966-1967:
At Loyola University of Chicago,
32,115 alumni were solicited, and
7,615 contributed $406,402.
Of 37,267 alumni solicited at
Fordham University, 6,226 gave
$342,386.
At Georgetown, 32,526 alumni
were solicited, and 7,766 responded
with an amount of $340,233. The
Capital Gifts Drive was being
conducted simultaneously with the
alumni drive.
At other private universities of
similar size and complexity: 28,973 alumni were solicited from
Brown University, and 8,957 contributed $332,720.
At Duke University, 36,646 alumni were solicited, and 13,866

• • •

responded with $532,653.
Finally, at George Washington
University, 4,229 of 42,000 alumni
,contributed $169,252.
Instead of negative criticism
of a good organization which is
improving all the time, I should
like to see student leadership at
Georgetown, including The HOYA,
search for ways of enriching student life, and creating an atmosphere in which mutual respect
among various sectors of the University community would flourish.
Incidentally, all the facts set
forth above and in my letter
printed in your Nov. 7 issue
are easily accessible. Why could
not a HOYA reporter or feature
writer have presented them in
an in-depth study, so that an
important problem might be
viewed in perspective rather than
distorted with myths and halftruths?
Reverend Gerard F. Yates, S.J.
Faculty Representative to the
Alumni Association

versity. There was a malaise
among a majority of my classmates such that the only thing
they wanted to do was to graduate, leave Georgetown University,
and forget about it as soon as
possible. I would further generalize (another HOYA tradition) that
a large majority of my class has
made no significant contribution
to the University since their
graduation. I have little doubt
that Alumni Association statistics
will support this generalization
(certainly not a HOYA tradition).
The source of this malaise
among graduates is no mystery.
Many of my classmates were artiCUlating its reasons back in 1965,
and many University students and
groups-including SDS-are articulating them now. Instead of
muckraking SDS, The HOYA editorial board should spend some
time reading SDS critiques of the
University. Read about the University's paternalism, the arrogant
use of power by the Administration, the general powerlessness of
the students, the lack of a critical,
intellectual atmosphere at the Un iversity,
These things, articulated by
SDS, are the causes of the malaise
which creates in seniors a desire
to get out of this University and
forget it. These things, and not
anything the Alumni Association
does or doesn't do, is the cause of
the lack of generosity and lack
of interest so prevalent among
GU graduates.

will be appointed soon. Two traits
that should characterize the Society of Jesus-a desire to serve
the world through action and love
and an ability to find God in all
things-are, it seems to me, traits
that should also characterize a
great American university. But
this belief-like all fundamental
beliefs-must be examined· and
we can be grateful that th~ students have joined in the examination.
Raymond A. Schroth, S.J.

QUIGLEY

To the Editor:
This letter is a reflection of the
article appearing in the Nov. 7
issue of The HOYA, describing
Dr. Carroll Quigley's address at
Gaston Hall Nov. 3.
Although I was never "fortunate" enough to have Dr. Quigley as a professor, which would
probably have brought about an
abortive interest in history on my
part, I yield to no one in my admiration of this man, if only for
his courage to speak out on his
feelings.
While I regard Dr. Quigley's address as ludicrous at best, there
are some points which were made
ALUMNI AGAIN
that Simply cannot be overlooked,
To the Editor:
both because of their absurdity,
I have just read the two ediand the high esteem bestowed
torials in this week's issue of The
upon our celebrated professor by
HOYA, and they both seem to be
his contemporaries and his stuin keeping with a long HOYA
dents.
tradition-myopic editorial comWalter Dmude, Jr.
The first point to which I take
mentary. The first criticizes the
SFS '65 exception is the notion that "NixAlumni Association (not all of it
on would spend his four years in
mind you, just 79% of it) for
PRESIDENCY
office attempting to get reelected."
failing to be as generous toward
If such is the case, Mr. Nixon's
the University as The HOYA and To the Editor:
"neurotic tendencies" not withA
new
Sister
Corita
poster
the Administration would like.
The second, in the midst of in- quotes Macaulay: "Men are never standing, I fail to perceive the
nuendo, half-truths, and lies, so likely to settle a question right- rationality of the president-elect's
criticizes the SDS for its activ- ly as when they discuss it freely." failure to seek national promiities. Obviously The HOYA edi- With this in mind, I would like to nence and re-election in the years
torial staff is unable to see any commend the members of the Yard intervening since his defeat for
connection between the lack of and the other students who have the governorship of California.
alumni generosity and SDS's ac- actively entered into the search Surely his blast at the press foltivities. Let me try and make this for a new University president. lowing his 1962 defeat cannot be
conection clear, or, at least what This question is intimately con- construed as an attempt to garI see as the connection based on nected with Georgetown's ongoing ner favorable public opinion on
my experience at the University. attempt to understand itself as a his part.
~~ t~e tirade continues, the
I was president of my class Catholic and Jesuit institution. The
(East Campus Class of '65) dur- student-faculty forum scheduled opinIOn IS expressed that, " . . . as
ing its last year at Georgetown. for this evening will ask whether long as he, (Nixon), was trying
When it came time to discuss the the next president should be a not to alienate any significant
issue of senior class gift there Jesuit or a layman. But the open section of the American popuwas a notable lack of enthusiasm discussion can also help the Jesuit lace, he would be tolerable for
among my classmates. When it community see its own role more four years . . . " It is inconceivcame time to actually donate clearly and perhaps help the stu- able to this writer how any Preseffort and money toward the gift dent body be more aware of the ident, especially at this time of
national turmoil, could possibly
there was even less enthusiasm, distinctive Jesuit contribution.
and, to the best of my knowledge,
I personally hope the next pres- spend four years in the White
my class left no gift to the Uni- ident will be a Jesuit and that he House without alienating a significant section of the American
populace. Certainly his adherence
to the law and order stand is conComing
sidered reprehensible by the Negro section of the populace, as evidenced by their balloting tendencies in the recent election. While
this is most assuredly not a conscious effort on Mr. Nixon's part,
the fact remains that he has
alienated the Negro population,
the consequences of which are
perhaps yet to be felt.
While we are left to reflect
upon this intolerable situation
brought about by a man as "unprincipled" in nature as Mr. Nixon, we can evaluate the s tat e
the nation has been in for the past
four years with Hubert Humphrey as Vice President. Here
we are told that" . . . as far as
I can see, (Humphrey), never
knows what he is doing, .. " Apparently, Professor Quigley's listeners, who must have been on
t?e edge of their seats by this
tIme, are to dismiss Mr, Humphrey's efforts on behalf of disarmament, medicare, etc., as another neurotic with aspirations
for the White House. It now
seems even more surprising that
only 65 million people who voted
in concert
did not realize that our country
is turning Fascist, discounting of
course the 10 million Fascists who
voted for George Wallace.
Since we now have a nomination process which does not allow
us "a choice between constructive
and destructive neuroses"
Tick.ets $3.50, $4.25, $5.00
perhaps the dissident elements of
the Democratic Party should rally
Main Gate-CCC-JO A.M.-5 P.M.
around a new leader in the person of Carroll Quigley.
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Confusion Still
Shrouds Issue
Of Presidency
by Barry Sminzoff

Whether the University Board
of Directors will reverse its decision and open the Georgetown
presidency to non-Jesuits is a question still very much undecided.
The presidential search committee met Friday night, still
bound by the Board decision to
consider only members of the Society of Jesus. According to John
Kelly, president of the Walsh
Area Student Council and a student member ot the search committee, the group is in the process
of discussing candidates for the
office and listing their qualifications. The committee is composed
of three faculty members, three
students, three Jesuits, an alumnus, an administrator and the Rev.
Edwin A. Quain, chairman.
Kelly mentioned that in his view
there are routes the committee
may follow other than those outlined by the Board's guidelines.
One alternative is the appointment of a temporary president
until a better candidate can be
found. At any rate, Kelly said that
he hopes the committee will present some kind of recommendation to the Board of Directors by
Christmas.
The ad hoc committee of the
Yard is going into action this week
with a series of activities designed
to promote student interest and
support in regard to securing the
best possible man for University
president. Jim Clark (ColI. '70),
one of the members of the committee, said he believes that
the search should be broadened.
It is hoped that the student participation will be inspired by a
forum to be held tonight. A panel
will express the various points of
view and provide an opportunity
for students to question those involved in the selection process. At
the forum, petitions requesting
that the Board reconsider its decision will be passed out for campus circulation and will later be
given to the Board of Directors.
Mr. Robert J. Dixon, director for
student activiites, will act as moderator for the proceedings.
Although the campus activities
seem to indicate interest in the
selection of a non-J esuit, the
Board of Directors has not yet
received notification from students
of any move in that direction. According to Fr. Quain, "There has
been absolutely no contact between the Board and those who
would like us to change our decision.
"When they contact the Board,"
he said, "the Board will have a
decision."

Chains around campus lawns are not there for aesthetics--except
to an enterprising photographer.

ROTC Student Replies
To Curriculum Report
The following article was submitted by Michael Jeary, a fOllr
year ROTC student, as partial
answe)' to a repol"t by the School
of Foreign Ser1:ice Academic Committe. The report called for the
suspension of academic c)'edit until
the curricnlllm is Sllfjiciently reformed.

As was stated in last week's
HOYA, reform is not a dirty word
in the Department of Military
Science and, what's even more important, it is not a new word to
the officers who instruct the 400
cadets enrolled in Army ROTC.
Cadet Colonel John T. Hoffman
has held numerous meetings since
the beginning of the fall term with
but one purpose foremost in his
mind-that of improving the Army
ROTC program to benefit the
Georgetown student directly and
the University and the U.S. Army
indirectly. The recent report of the
School of Foreign Service Academic Committee will not be lightly dismissed by the ROTC.
The purpose of the ROTC on
campus has been questioned. This
is a basic matter which must be
clearly understood. Reserve officers Training Corps is exactly that
-courses designed to train young
men to be officers in the United
States Army.
All courses in the University
should be complementary and
should all aim for a common goal
-a person well-educated in the
various a cad e m i c disciplines.
Courses at Georgetown should
strive to bear relevance to the student's life after he has graduated.
It is a fact that most Georgetown students will have to fulfill
their military obligation when they
graduate. It is also a fact that
many of them will choose the
Army as the best vehicle for this
fulfillment. It is no less a fact
that a certain segment of the
Georgetown community desires
the Army life.

It is true then that ROTC trains
an individual for a specific task.
If that were reason enough to suspend the issuance of academic
credit, wouldn't it follow logically
that girls in the nursing school
and students who take courses
such as computer programming
should not receive University credit for their courses?
NurSing School trains an individual for a specific task and there
are certain practical things nurses
everywhere must know. Just as
ROTC courses include Army organization and military history to
prepare someone to join the U.S.
Army, nursing courses include
pediatrics and child care to prepare someone to join the American Nursing Association.
But probably the most important aspect of ROTC is the leadership training. ROTC offers an opportunity-the first for many people-to lead a group of men under
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Letters to the Editor
WOMAN, WOMAN
To the Editor:
In Mata Hari and the 18,632
Gene Payne concludes that the
only thing women have lost in
their struggle for equality is the
seat on the subway. This is not
true. Most men will still give up
their seat for a woman. The
trouble is, there are no women.
The suffragette, women-equality
bit has ben carried so far, especially in this society, that the
words "American woman" are a
contradictions in terms. Granted:
female specimens of homo sapiens
abound in this society, but they
could hardly be called women. You
yourself even hint at this: "The
stereotype of the woman who has
command of and over everything,
even outside her home, has finally
invaded the most ingenuous facets
of our modern age." ". . . Has
finally invaded. . . ."-that's ridiculous! Today's glorified woman,
especially the American woman,
has not only invaded, she has conquered and subdued. Anyone who
has ever watched television commercials should know that. Enter
the epitome of today's virile male:
the blithering idiot-husband. He
stubs his toe, or he can't nail
Mother's picture on the wall, or
he can't get his kitchen floor clean.
Obviously, he immediately starts
to have a tantrum. Enter the allunderstanding, all-forgiving Earthmother-Goddess-wife. She solves
dear hubby's problems with a snap
and proceeds to pacify him with
an Ultra-Brite kiss. Pure conjugal
bliss. . . . The saddest part of it
all is that this mismanaged, malevolent matriarchy is not only accepted, but it is EXALTED! Even
in your article you seem to accept this de-feminization of women with a shrug and possibly a
wry smile.
I
have nothing whatsoever
against sexual equality. Women
should be allowed to vote, to go
into business, to drive, to drink,
even join the God-forsaken Army
if they feel they must. However,
let's not forget that, though man
and woman are of equal value,
they are different, AND THAT
THEY SHOULD BE DIFFERENT!!! This difference is not just
physical, contrary to what some

feminist zealots may think. The
psychology, the spiritUality, the
point of view, the whole being of
a woman is naturally different
from that of a man. The women
who try to beat men "at their own
game" are, in actuality, the idea
of male superiority by trying to
become men.
Until a short time ago, man and
woman used to be contrasted, with
the latter usually getting the bad
end of the deal. Today we often
play a different game: initation.
Though there are many men who
attempt to imitate women, there
are much, many more women tryplay a different game: imitation
obviously futH and stupid. Man
should complement woman, and
woman should complement man.
The two should complete each
other's nature.
TilrruJ,nn H asche-Kluender

SFS '72

GIVE A DAMN
To the Editor:
In the past three years, the Academic Committee of the SLL has
sponsored research in various
problem areas in the School. As a
result, many changes have come
about, from modification of English
requirements to the most recent
election of students to the Executive Faculty Committee. For the
most part, these changes have been
both the work and pleasure of the
Academic Committee alone. But
for a truly effective program of
change and development, the entire SLL Student Body must become involved. Up till now, there
has been a most obvious lack of
initiative and enthusiasm in our
School. In the past couple of
weeks, when only 10 people appeared to witness the Executive
Faculty nominations and less than
40 seniors attended the reception
for Seniors given by Dean Lado, I
have become very pessimistic and
even angry at the students of our
School. Perhaps it is the fault of
the student body, perhaps it is that
of the Academic Committee (and
mainly mine) for not fostering
greater support. But what remains
after the anger subsides is a sincere need. We, the Academic Committee need all of you-each and
every SLL student-to participate
as much as you are able in the af-

N.Y. METROPOLITAN CLUB
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fairs of our School. No, we are
:-rlot yet facing an identity crisis or
the like, but we have several vital
problems, which, if answered by
interested students, can profit all
of us.
In short, what I hope to engender in every student is an
earnest desire to become involved.
It is always convenient for man to
find his Ivory Tower and separate
himself from society. To a great
degree, we accuse the present
power structure of similar action.
Today, not one of us can afford
such apathy. The cause is a good
one-your school, your own future.
Let us insure that the BSL degree
of Georgetown University has lasting value and respect for many
years to come.
Again, I appeal to all SLL students to join the Academic Committee Task Force. Contact me or
any committee member. Watch the
SLL bulletin board in Walsh Lobby for further information.
The willingness of the faculty to
do its share, not to mention the
inexhaustible energy shown by Dr.
Lado, indicates that the future
success of stUdent participation in
policy-making decisions depends on
us. Help the Academic Committee
prove that the SLL really GIVES
A DAMN!
Franne Ficctra

Academic Rep., SLL

BYRON'S BOG
To the Editor:
Please let me take this opportunity to thank Fr. T. Byron Collins for the foresight and planning
which went into the construction
which is currently tearing the
hell out of Copley and Healy
Lawns as well as the Circle.
Only the most conscious effort
could have prevented the construction from taking place over
the summer (when, after all, no
one was around to appreciate it)
and allowed it to proceed during
the regular school year. Fr. Collins must have known how anxious
we were to watch all that delightful machinery, to play in mud
puddles, to cross his cute little
bridges, and to have our shoes
crusted in traditional Georgetown mUd. When it looked like
the work behind Healy Circle
might be finished before Homecoming, Fr. Collins thoughtfully
had the crews take two days off
so the returning alumni might
also witness tearing the hell out
of the campus for the greater glory
of God. And the alumni were
overwhelmed! I heard only the
most vivid descriptions of the
work from the participants in
Homecoming Weekend.
We must certainly thank Fr.
Collins for all this. ASide from
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any utilitarian value which the
construction might have, the cost
of the project, like the Good
Father's pay parking plan, is justified in terms of the entertainment value alone. Only at Georgetown, so ably managed by Jesuits, could both of these aspects of
construction receive proper attention.
In closing, allow me to say what
must be on the mind of every
person who has had occasion to
cross Byron's Bog: thank you Fr.
Collins, Georgetown would not be
what it is without you and those
like you.
T. Patrick O'Neil

Coll. '69
Editor, The COltrier

SOCIAL EVENTS
To the Editor:
After spending four years at
Georgetown, sustaining the highest tradition of apathy peculiar
to our situation, I have finally
reached a breaking point. I have
watched numerous social events
pass, and have become more upset
with each event. While each has
promised to be THE event of the
year, promising ample refreshments, and stimulating entertainment, each has been the epitome
of mism3.nagement. The stUdents
have often paid exorbitant prices
for mediocre entertainment, poor
bar facilities, inadequate seating
facilities, and generally outrageous
conditions.
While there have been a few
exceptional events held on campus
during my four year residence
here, I find this problem t6 be no
longer tolerable. The problem appears to rest directly with the
Social Events Committee, and indirectly with the three Student
Councils. I wonder why the Committee exists when most campus
events fall so short of the expected. Is it not the function of
Social Events to insure that the
Georgetown student receive the
facilities and treatment for which
he has paid?
Those persons who wonder what
I am referring to should consider
the recent Fall Festival, and the
Homecoming Dance, from which
we all still suffer. For $11.00, you
should wait twenty minutes for
a straight gin, twenty more for a
scotch and water? (Would you
believe water in Maxwell House
Coffee cans?) For $11.00, you
should listen to a musical mangle
in McDonough? Realizing that social events at Georgetown are primarily money-making functions
is the first step in accepting the
Hoya situation, but to accept constant mismanagement is quite beyond me.
It is difficult to affix the blame
for the problems constantly encountered at University social
events. Can we say that Mike
Murphy, head bartender, can be
criticized because his boys cannot pour a decent gin and tonic,
or find water? Can we say that
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the members of the event organizing committee are to blame
because they have never before
run a McDonough or New South
event? It is to the Social Events
Committee that all responsibility
for the success or failure of an
event must lie.
Social Events is the only organization which has the power to
approve or disapprove University
.events, but what have we seen of
this power within recent years? It
should be the Social Events Committee which oversees all phases
of social events, not just date and
location. The Committee should
also insure that seating arrangements should be suitable for the
occasion, bar facilities are adequate with sufficient ice, water,
cups, and liquor, and bartenders
are properly trained. Sadly, an
ample supply of bar supplks insures un evening's social success
for Hoyas, but when the organizers gave a buck by limiting the
supply, Social Events should step
in with severe sanctions. I emphasize that Social Events should specify to the function organizers the
minimum acceptable facilities and
supplies for the event based on the
number of people expected.
It is time for the University to
realize its responsibility to the
student by providing leadership in
social events regulation.
Further the Activities Committees should not be used as a
TOOL of the Student Councils;
rather it should be a source of
responsible service to the students.
Student
representatives
should have experience in running
social events, and should be available for information and advice
concerrring the problems that will
be encountered.
Michael S. Walsh
ColI. '69

DELUSIONS?
To the Editor;
Impaglia's most recent column
ends up by stating the only conditions which would shut him up:
"Fortunately for we devotees of
o f v i t rio I ... , n e i the r the
Hurson Persons nor Kelly's Krusaders have done much that demands being bowed to. When that
finally happens, and the prospects
aren't too good, we'll turn this
space into a Lucretia Borgia recipe
book . . . " Impaglia infers, therefore, that the prospects of his column's appearing in future issues
are very good: good for him, good
for everybody.
But while Impaglia may consider himself a critic, his attitude
strikes me as anything but critical. Flaubert once described a barren farming district in France as
"needing great quantities of manure to fertilize the friable sandy,
stony soiL" Many people might be
tempted to compare this region
with Georgetown University in one
respect or another. Many again
might agree that great quantities
of manure are needed. But no one,
save Impaglia, would want to bury
our school completely. (How does
his garden grow?)
Impaglia, then, is probably shoveling for the aesthetic pleasure.
But why in public? "Where else?"
would he answer? Whether or not
he would answer at all, the suggested response captures the tone
of his column .. He is obviously fascinated with his ability to fascinate. At any rate, his message, if
intended, is far too entertaining to
be of any consequence.
Apparently. this column bothers
very few people. (Even Impaglia
has written that his "effort" is
"seemingly wasted.") But isn't it
odd that it doesn't bother Impaglia? He seems to be indicating a
certain membership for idleness,
ill will, complacence, and clumsiness, but it sounds more like a
campaign for president of the club.
It is hoped that some action is
taken before all social events of
this University fall into the fun
filled category of Fall Festival.
Brzwe Bavinge1·

ColI. '69
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Music: The Gang's All Here!

Baclt to the way it used to be

Theatre: He's Got It!
Entertainment and professionalism abounded this past Saturday
night as Georgetown's M&B
Theatre presented the touring
cast (1) of By George. This one
man, three act show follows in
the tradition of Emlyn Williams'
Dickens and Hal Holbrook's Twain
as it presents the life of George
Bernard Shaw. Dividing the action into three major stages of
this great Irish playwrite's life it
strains to show the near impossible, a reasonable view of one
of the most devastatingly influential men of this or any century.
We first have Shaw the jaunty
red-whiskered socialist afire with
the one and only way to solve the
ills of the world, his. From there
to Shaw the respected success is
not to far a leap, his character

ing, yes he's all that and more.
He's convinced not only the
audience by the end of act one
that he is Shaw but also seems to
have convinced himself. He would
seem to believe that since he is
Shaw any presentation or delivery whether hurried or dragging must needs be accepted, for
surely no one will question Shaw
simself. Acts two and three had a
condescending tone not entirely
Shaw's as even the curtain calls
of which there were three were
received with the professional
grace of a great actor who had
to make a dash for the toilet.
While I concede Mr. Adrian the
three curtain calls, I wouldn't
say he deserves the "We try
harder" button of the week.
The production itself is drawn

l

Shaw, by Adrian!
being best described by the words
of a contemporary and friend Oscar Wilde "An excellent man,
Shaw has ~o enemies and none of
his friends like him." From Shaw's
own personal writings we can
gather that this was quite the
desired effect. The second act also
goes on to describe Shaw's courtship and marriage to attain new
found joys in "a new relationship
in which sex had no part."
The third and final act is Shaw
.
II h· d i d
d h . h d
m a
IS eve. ope. an c .ens e
glory. A ~an m hIS seventIes, and
well
on
. . hIS wayId to what some of
·
h IS cntics wou
say was a well
deserved grave, we spy Shaw as a
reflected and somber man yet nowhere near melanchol nor senil..
y . .
Ity. HIS letters and wrItmgs tell
of a man too in love with life and
all that it entails to let death
cheat him of one witty creative
t
momen .
Mr. Max Adrian has played this
role so long now it might be
wondered if he isn't having identity problems: 1966: London, 1967:
New York, 1968: 10 weeks of College campuses; might I offer Mr.
Adrian a suggestion that he find·
something else which if not of a
more drama tic nature is at least
a bit more challenging. Entertain-

from letters, critiques and interviews from this grand old man of
Ireland, compiled and arranged by
Michael Voysey for the 1966 Edinburg Festival. It is quite competently' constructed of excerpts
which show to the untutored or
unread the nature of George
Bernard Shaw. It is chuck full of
the caustic one liners and witty
anecdotes that made Shaw the attractive genius familiar to all who
would read ?is work. It do~s however suffer m the translatIOn and
for those of us who fain plead
ignorance of life on the British
I s Ies In
. Sh aw 'st ·Ime, a f ew years
t d
. ht b
t d b f
s u y .mIg
e sugges e
e ore
attendmg the. performance to
catch all t?at 1~ thrown ~t you.
However smce Ignorance IS con·d
d bI" b th
··t
f
conSI ere
ISS y e maJon y: 0
?ur undergraduat«: commumty,
Journeys such as thIS one are well
worth the attendance.
As Mr. Adrian fast sinks in the
north on the way to Carnegie
Mellon, may we wish Mr. Shaw
the best of luck God speed, remember the toilet's in the rear of
the plane, the stewardesses are
not for pinching and that on top
of being flashy according to Swift
anyway fish is quite a prolific diet
for Irish men (sexless indeed!)
M. J. A. G.

It hasn't beel! much of a year
musically. The British pop scene
has degenerated to the point
where American noise, however
rousing and infectuously cheery,
can dominate the London charts
for weeks on end, e.g. Tommy
James' "Mony, Mony." The continent is quiet and the West Coast
seems comfortably under the control of both Janis Joplin and the
Jefferson Airplane, whose Crown
Of Creation is probably the best
example yet of the synthesis of
San Francisco Sound.
The Bubble Gum Brigade roars
on with "Chewy, Chewy" and
"Goody, Goody Gumdrops," which
are practically enjoyable when
compared to such prefabricated
fee db a c k as "Bang-Shang-ALang," a gem which WEAM
takes sadistic pleasure in forcing
upon Washingtonians every few
moments. The Stones new album
is nowhere to be found, legal difficulties over the cover design (a
wall of grafitti in a latrine) holding up the release date of what
"Jumpin' Jack Flash" indicates
may be Jagger-Richards' finest
yet, a return to the hard traditions of the steel guitar Their
Satanic Majesties Request violated. Even the Chambers Brothers, the bright new talents of
1967, followed up their first effort,
The Time Has Come, with the disappointing and disastrous A New
Time-A New Dcty, a recording
which brings to mind Smokey
Robinson and the Miracles meeting Stockhausen in a wind tunnel.
But there is hope. We may not be
forced into the Englebert Humperdinck generation after all for
some of our old staples are intent
upon saving us from premature
senility of the WMOD type-the
Beatles, who always arrive just in
the nick of time, and, of all people,
the perpetrators of the Motown
Movement who single-handedly revitalized the sagging careers of
Diana Ross and the Supremes,
the Four Tops, and the Temptations.
It happens tomorrow, the most
awaited recording event, since,
well, since the release of Magical
Mystery Tour, that collection of
Lennon-McCartney mediocrities
that accompanied the television
special they filmed a couple of
summers ago which drove the
Manchester Guardian to conclude
that their self-confessed drug indulgence had given them partic:'llarly bizzare senses of humor
which the public was incapable of
sharing. If Tour was helter-skelter
and hardly as brilliant as the
quasi-symphonic Sergeant Pepper,
The BeCttZes, the simplistic title of
the new work, is neither of the
above but rather an oral spectrum
of diversity, manifesting the absolutely awesome repertoire the
Liverpool four are now mastering.
Remember BeatZes VI and their
level of creativity then? Can anyone defend "Bad Boy" and "Yes It
Is" as high points of the LennonMcCartney production team? Just

sit back and listen to The Beatles
and if you find tracks you dislike
-the calypso flavor of "Obladi,
Oblada"; the political cynicism of
"Back To The U.S.S.R."; the
scent of Eric Clapton, John Mayall
et al in "Yer Blues"; the poignant
lunacy of "Revolution No.9"; the
Jaggcresque quality of ·'Savoy
Truffle"; the incredible lilting
charm of "Goodnight"-realize how
unbelievably far the progress has
been. Before them, who would
have thought it possible to bring
together enough genius to fill four
sides? They have been the source
of most of the inspiration the
music of our decades has and if
occasionally there are hints of
some other group you can be sure
that the other extracted it from
some earlier BeatIe tune in the
first place. The BeatZes is easily
their creative peak so far, one
most people were convinced they
reached with the mob participation they so beautifully organized
in "Hey, Jude!" Jude couldn't
have expected this!

Tops found not showing up for
concerts was sweeter then ever.
Motown knew they were losing
David Ruffin, the Temptations'
lead singer, but sued to prevent
the separation, to no avail. It
looked bleak, for after "Reflections," Diana and the g i r Is
scarcely penetrated the upper
fourth of the ratings with the
passable "Some Things You Never
Get Used To," the pleasing but
not spectacular "Forever Came
Today," and the dismal "In And
Out Of Love." The Tops weren't
scoring either, their fabulous cover
of "If I Were A Carpenter" giVing
way to the pathetic "Yesterday's
Dreams." The Temptations held
on better with "I Wish It Would
Rain", etc., but the old magic was
noticeably missing.
The redemption was accomplished simultaneously, miraculously
enough. Miss Ross wails on "Love
Child," the number one hit currently in D.C., a sensational tune
of illegitimacy and poverty in
which Diana's voice is clearer

We owe them everything, don't we?
While John, Paul, George, and
Ringo are maintaining a momentum, the Motowners are regaining
theirs.
For a while, the Detroit Music
Factory was synonymous with the
names Holland, Dozier, and Holland and after the hits kept piling
up, the roadshow engagements became S.R.O., the money began
rolling into Mayor Cavanaugh's
riot-torn fiefdom, the Supremes,
the Tops, and the Temptations
were the last barrier remaining to
total British domination of the
charts. But soon even the most
dedicated fan began to realize that
it was the same old song and interest waned, not to mention
originality. As the ennni accumulated, the deterioration was
accelerated by the cropping up of
personality differences. Florence
Ballard tired of being kept hangin'
on and left the Supremes who
soon were transformed into Diana
Ross and the Supremes. The Four

then ever. Holland, Dozier, and
Holland shook off their repetition
syndrome by penning "I'm In A
DifferentWorld" (it's about time!)
for the Four Tops and gave them
the opportunity to run through
their standard performing devices
which nearly saved them in the
era of "Seven Rooms Of Gloom."
The Temptations have not suffered from Ruffin's removal for
"Cloud Nine," their newest hit,
redefines their familiar approach
to syncopated rhythm-they've
thrown in the guitaristry of acid
rock and the combination is electric.
In the days of composing darkness we must now endure, it is
good to have them all back, hopefully for a long stretch of achievement for after so significant a
comeback another com e dow n
could force acceptance of even
Monkeemania.

Area's largest selection ...
ready for immediate delivery! From the bantam 50cc
Collegian to the SOOcc
T-500 ... everyone priced
to SELL! Get a free demonstration today.
Financing and insura nce arranged for
students. FREE crash helmet with every
purc/,ase with this ad!

Tom Conway

SUZUKI SALE

Sales &

Annandale marine &sports ce~i~;e
7259 Maple Place - Annandale, Va. - V2 block from S"" .. ,,·UI~'"
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Movies: Just A Little Too Tight

Page Nine

must the president

be chaste
and obedient?
delusions of adequacy/charley impaglia

This, above all, has been a year of dissent. Dissent undid
Lyndon Johnson and in turn created Eugene McCarthy,
who similarly was undone by the dissent from sanity of Dick
Daley. Dissent has even plagued our mini-Napoleons, their
actions coming under sometimes healthy, sometimes bitter
criticism for the first time memorable.
Dissent now is manifesting itself among the students as
Pomp :tnd grandeur that obscures the plot
well-they dissented from the cafeteria and all its secondTHE SHOES OF THE FISHER- Sica are fun as two cardinals line age wise with the characters rate Hot Shoppesery; they dissented from the SDS and all its
MAN. Starring Anthony Quinn, who are content with power b:lt of Shakespeare but 16 acting like whirling dervishes of disgust; they dissented from Fall FestiLaurence Olivier, and Osl{ar Wer- also seek the pleasures of the 26 is no more authentic than 26 val, no further comment being necessary. They even disacting 16.
ner at the L'Enfant Plaza Theater. simple life.
Granted it was a relief to find sented from apathy, turning football season into, if not someThe truest and finest portrayal
The Shoes of the Fisherman belongs to Oskar Werner. Werner, youthful bodies embracing in chil- thing South Bend would beam at, at least something more
are a bit on the tight side. In as Father David Telemond, S.J. dish gestures of love rather than exciting than a handball game in the emphysema ward of
such a state there is a tendency (a carbon copy of Teihard de more sophisticated actors doing the Old Age Home.
for one's eyes to bulge. This is Chardin) is simply magnificent. what all those sophisticated actors
Dissent may have finally overstepped its bounds however,
the case in this instance. There There can be no other way to do when they make love, but to
is so very much pomp and gran- characterize his depiction of this what purpose? After all there are for the latest target is something even Jack Kennedy's Irish
deur that the plot is overlooked. intellectual trapped between his only a finite number of ways of Mafia might have shirked at opposing-the Society of Jesus,
What plot there is comes more hate-love relationship with Moth- lying naked in bed, (didn't rethan slightly distilled from Mor- er Church and his responsibility member reading that in English whose very name implies damnation if the consensus of conris L. West's novel of the same to the truth as his mind decries Lit? Don't worry it's sort of edi- cession is disturbed. Jim McCanna, Jerry Meunier, Jim Clark,
torial license) and with the great Mike O'Leary, and Joe Lawson have hurled the gauntlet at
name. Surprisingly, the movie is it. He is a callse for celebration.
better than the book-although
The picture is recommended for influx of sex-oriented films, I'm them, defying their promulgation that the next president of
that is not really putting a pro- the sheer joy of seeing good ac- afraid they have been studied ad
Georgetown Univerisity must) has to) and cannot be other
nauseam.
fessional judgment on the line for tors acting well.
than
a Jesuit. Those same people who vanquished the
A fine performance of Romeo
the book was a whiter shade of
The theatre is not recommendterrible.
ed. There is only one water foun- and Juliet? Yes. But just that. cafeteria in the Battle of the Buff-a-Which are now atThe director, Michael Anderson, and two exits. It is crowded at Anything more which comes out tempting to expose intransigence, something all too rarely
traces the rise of a simple Arch- intermission and has a tendency of this film is irrelevant to any- given illumination.
bishop, Kiril Lakota, from a Rus- to hold cigarette smoke for the thing relevant.
sian labor camp to the Vatican second half. Finally, it is decorM. J. A. Goodrick
The question is "Why the Roman Collar restriction?" One
(he was a pawn in diplomatic ated in purple, mauve, and orange.
answer the defenders of the static status quo give is that if
chess played by His Holiness and Ugh!!
THE PAPER LION. Mostly star- the Jesuits are not capable of producing a man fit to run this
R.J.D. ring Alan AIda. Formerly at the
the Russian premier).
University, then their raison d)etre has vanished, which is
Kiril is no pushover as a cardiAvalon.
probably
true only that's not what the dissenters are saying.
nal and when His Holiness kicks ROMEO AND JULIET. A Franco
For some people, cinema is an
over (something that the audience Zefrelli film at the Dupont.
experience to be savored, a forum No one wishes to imply failings in the Jesuitic community,
waits for) he is proclaimed on the
for both entertainment and the although it was done many centuries ago by the Pope himseventh ballot as the new Peter.
VVest Side Story takes care exposition of great issues. The self, for it is the highest form of irresponsibility to condemn
This makes everybody happy ex- of the plot; the actors were being producers of The Paper Lion have
cept the Italians. But with their directed by method and analysis decided to take an entirely new with a flick of the wrist a group so large. There are always
usual aplomb they let bygones be of author's purpose familiar to tack, turning the motion picture people more capable than others (look at Spiro Agnew). The
bygones-after all, they have seen any high school sophomore, and into a series of connected replays dissenters ask why the Jesuits should have a monopoly on
Everything.
as to whether you liked King Lectr of the adventures of George competence, why Georgetown should be a quasi-theocracy. Is
After the interval, Kiril is faced any better, well, I mean, who Plimpton, the Renaissance mediocrity. As such, it is interesting it not conceivable that on this campus or even beyond those
with problems of international cares?
Sets, stage direction, authenti- only to fans of Mr. Plimpton and, all too confiing gates there exists a man more capable than
consequences-peace, war, starvation. Picking up from Pope Paul city of architectural styles, done assuming that there are precious any cleric of revitalizing Georgetown? If the answer is no,
(the present), he flies to Mongolia to perfection. Lighting and color few of those, people who ea t, then the Jesuit Administration, (as opposed from the Adto confer with the Russian Prem- camera work very professional. sleep, drink, and generally are in- ministration, there is a difference) is hopelessly mired in
ier and the head of Red China. It Even to the point of gauzed lenses fatuated with football. Sportsy
is there that he realizes that the and vaseline (funny I thought movies usually have a pretty self-glorification, which can hardly be termed commendable
Church must be willing to put that Doris Day had a patent on tough time of it with reviewers, by anyone.
itself on the line if it is ever that), but then why not? Does not because of ingrained bigotry
Yet those, and they are a minority, a small minority, who
against our more athletically moto accomplish anything. In a it follow the book to a "T"?
accept
the dictum of the Board of Directors, that the next
tivated
brethren,
but
simply
beOh yes, there was that selection
ra ther grand gesture, Kiril renounces the worldly wealth of from the Verona Top Ten placed cause they're generally lou 5 y president will have "S.J." at the end of his signature, do offer
the Church and commences on a strategically at a slow point dur- films. The Paper Lion is no excep- some reasons supporting their tenuous position. Consider
campaign to become poor. Now ing one of those Capulet orgies, tion.
The plot of this little darling re- this: Georgeown's contributors are giving to Georgetown first
that is something new.
but then you know Italian orgies.
If you are fascinated by churchThe characters are even pre- lates how Mr. Plimpton has de- and foremost because it is Georgetown. If they were so ininess and ceremony, then you will sented in the safe, traditional cided that studying the inner tent upon enriching the Jesuits and/or Catholicism as a
be fascinated by this film, for it is way; filthy nurse, cold mother, workings of the Detroit Lions whole, they may as well send their checks to the Maryland
filled with such things.
prosperous and non understanding would be a fascinating topic for Provincial or directly to the Vatican. Georgetown has an
But fortunately it is filled with father, they're all there with the all. Oh sure! Well, he does it anyidentity apart from its Jesuit Catholic one and sifting moa bit more. For such a spectacle possible exception of the prince way and gets the closest possible
of cinema it is remarkably well who comes out a bit stronger understanding of how pro football tives out of our donors is an exercise in assigning values
acted. Quinn is superb as Pope than most English doctora tes is played in grand old Detroit (??) anyway, values which depend on the assigner.
by suiting up as a player. As if
Kiril. He can agonize without would have you believe.
When it comes to giving visible testimony to the presence
this
wasn't exciting enough, a few
squeezing the lines in his forehead
So what is it that brings all the
into the lines ill his chin.
raves? Mostly publicity. Granted routine sub-plots Search For To- of the Church, saying that only the president can do that
Leo McKern and Vittorio Di the actors are young and more in morrow would have rejected are is both a gross over-emphasis of his role and an indirect asinjected. Goody!
For some reason, Alan AIda, sault upon the ability of the Jesuits as a whole to shape the
whose only noticeable credit be- campus' spirit. If Dahlgren Chapel has been replaced by the
fore this unfortunate role was The 1789 as the center of Hoyadom, Father Campbell can do
Apple Tree, a Broadway smash of little but issue a beer license to the caf to end that state of
a few seasons back, was chosen
for the Plimpton portrayal, even affairs. The president is not the one person who can impart
though Georgie him s elf has tone and direction for there simply is no one person capable
launched his acting career in of that. The president of Georgetown is neither a Messiah
Norman Mailer's quickie Beyond nor a Phantom but an intriguing symbol of everything we
The Law. One wishes Plimpton
had taken the part because he are, not just our religious affiliation. If the president is a
would have had to have been symbol only of a religious order, then using the J esuitophiles
better than poor Alan, who is in- logic, we may as well call this place Georgetown Seminary
credibly awful. Musical comedy for the Performing Insensitivities.
was a Godsend for AIda-it gave
him something to excel in. The
Movements are difficult to endorse for there is a certain
Pctper Lion is a curse-it rips
temporality
to all of them and too often they become personapart his thespian talent. Can
Richard Burton throw laterals?
ality crusades (we're all veTY suspicious of politicos). But
If you're having a boring evethis one is different-it is dissent of the purest form, dissent
ning some day and Paper Lion is
in town (mercifully it has already against a system about to spawn its own successor. As such,
fled the District), stay home and it deserves consideration and not contempt, support and not
watch TV. The film is that bad.
Oskar Werner: a cause for celebration
C.I. sycophantic sympathy. . . .
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Fly home with a United stewardess.
And fatten up on Mom's cooking.
About as pleasant a way to spend the Thanksgiving holiday as we can think of.
You know about United's 12-21 Club, of course:
the way to fly home (or anywhere United flies)
for half-fare.
Just go to a United ticket counter, with $3 and
proof that you're under 22 years of age. We'll issue
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a 12-21 Card on the spot. It gets you 50% off regular
Coach fare, boarding just after military standbys.
The card is good until you're
22, and the $3 is a one-timeAr
only charge.
eJ .l.J
Home for ThanksgivAlwr ~t:
ing is just the first of
enU.l.J"S.lUeS
m.any great places it ~ / '
w1ll take you.
~'United.
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"This cooking's good, too."

Two girls you should

spend some time lVith
this Thanksgiving.
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Campus Representative
John Tenant
426 Harbin
338-1404
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Soul: An Ideology For Needs
Among the numerous contributions of the black man to America, the folk myth of soul is perhaps the most readily recognized
and appreicated. If one can accept the theory that imitation is
the sincerest form of compliment,
the previous statement is obvious.
Singers such as the Righteous
Brothers, Janis Joplin, and Mitch
Ryder bear witness to this fact
along with white America's tendency to copy. You love the
Temptations and the Four Tops,
think Willie Mays is just the
greatest, use (or misuse) ghetto
slang endlessly (not realizing that
it was first designed to speak
against "the man"), and tan your
bodies to rid yourselves of the
color that you deem ugly. Yet you
deny the Negro what he has a
natural right to as a human being:
"life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness" (sound familiar?). In
short you just want to be parttime niggers . . . but just part
time. I'm sorry, imitation can't

You must feel!

make the grade and never will!
Lately, a bevy of newspaper
articles and magazines have taken
it upon themselves to define and
analyze soul. Any attempts to do
such have proved abortive and
self-defeating. Soul cannot be
studied and learned. One must
feel!
It is this emotional element
which makes soul an intrinsic
characteristic of the black American. His ability to feel soul stems
from the fact that he is soul. Soul
is his staying power. A great
many of the songs that are considered particularly soulful are
based on themes like "Keep on
pushing," "We're moving on up,"
"Give me some respect (got'ta
have it, got'ta have it)," and
"Keep on a-keeping on." This aspect of soul is a demonstration of
the wi s d 0 m-through-suffering
theme. Black people have a dearlybought experiential wisdom that
white America can only envy and
never share. Soul is the higher
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Muzak?

A Guide for

Students ViSiting Britain
Free! 40-pag~ book jammed with
ideas on how to live on a little and
see a lot.
Where to find accommodations
for as little as $2 a night, full English
breakfast included.
A week in London in a student
hotel for $30 with tours of famous
London sights and visits to Oxford
and Stratford-upon-Avon.
A week in an international student centre for $25.
Discotheques, folk singing and
jazz clubs, coffeehouses, pubs, inns,

aesthetic value created out of
four centuries of anguish, terror
and degradation.
The soul ideology ministers to
the needs for identity and solidarity. "Walking that walk" and
"talking that talk" (Thunderbird
dialogue signifying raping) are
manifestations of the ideology. The
traditional Negro cuisine is part
of this as well. I often share the
feeling with others that it may
have greater symbolic than nutritional value. The analogy between
food and sexual prowess as food
and music is drawn on in many
rhythm and blues as well as jazz
compositions.
Black people have a lot to be
proud of, even in this single aspect among countless others. We
are apparently unwilling to sell
our souls to the devil or to discard the blues in our quest for
freedom. With this self-acceptance a measure of unity is gained
and a demand is made upon white
America-"Accept us on our
terms."
Due to the ever-increasing
popularity of soul music, various
products of the musical farm are
now available to you: records,
magazines, R & B newsletters,
tapes, and live concerts. Caution!
Handle these with care! Do not
analyze, synthesize, or categorize;
do not talk, balk, squawk, or
hawk. The Great White Father is
well advised to just sit back and
listen!
G. F. Yancey

boutiques.
Where to get lunch or dinner for
$l.
How to travel 15 days by train
with unlimited mileage for only $35.
London theatres, balcony seats
$1.20-some gallery seats 90¢.
Season ticket to 900 stately homes,
castles and historic sights for S5.
Travel-study programs, summer
jobs, summer schools.
Special student tour packages
starting at $675, including air fare.
Concerts, festivals, operas, sports.

Thi:! Georgetown Symphony Orchestra, under the direction of its
founder and conductor Louis C.
Fantasia, has announced the opening of its first full, five concert
season, beginning Friday November 22 at 8:30 in Gaston Hall on
the Georgetown University campus.
The Symphony premiereq last
May to the surprise of 500 Washington music lovers, who rose to
their feet four times during the
concert to praise the group.
This summer the Symphony
took part in the first Georgetown
Arts Festival, at which time they
performed the Washington premier of The Presidential Suite, by
the American composer Ulysses
Kay.
For this season the Symphony
has scheduled four concerts after
the November concert. These include a Christmas Children's Concert, at which any child under sixteen and accompanied by an adult
will be admitted to the concert
free. The date is December 15 at
3:00.
On January 10, at 8:30 p.m.
members of the Orchestra will
perform in an evening of chamber
music.
The full orchestra will perform
another Washington premiere, the
Pines of Rome, by Ottorino Respighi, and the Tschaikowsky Symphony number 5 in E minor.
May 11, which marks the Sympjhony's first anniversary, will be
the Easter Children'S Concert:
Music of the Dance_

r------------------------------l
To: British Travel, Box 923, New York, N. Y.IOOI9.
Please send me your free 40-page book: "A Guide for Students
Visiting Britain" plus 52-page color book: "Vacations in Britain."
Name ________________________________________________________
College
Address __________________________________________________
City
State
Zip
_______________________
J13
_____

I
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Fantasia, in motion
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Administration at IBM

"You make it on merit,
not seniority!'
"I wanted to get into management," says
Doug Warmack, "so I checked out IBM's
policy on promotions before I joined."
Doug received a B.S. in Business Administration in 1966 and joined IBM in
September, 1967. He now works in Branch
Office Administration as an Orders and
Movement Specialist for IBM equipment.
His job includes expediting customer
orders and working closely with salesmen.
"When I looked into IBM," Doug says, "I
found out they promote on merit and they
promote from within. I like that. To me it
means a chance to move up in position as
fast as I develop in ability."
You get thorough training
"IBM has training programs to help prepare
you for new assignments," says Doug.
He's already been to a basic training school
and to several seminars in his field. Now
he's slated to attend advanced training
school. "This one'li put me a lot
closer to qualifying for a more
responsible job," Doug says.
IBM employees spend over thirteen million hours a year in company-sponsored
educational and training programs. And
plans I ike our TUition Refund Program
could help you get your Master's or Ph.D.
Check with your placement office
If you're interested in Branch Office
Administration at IBM, ask your placement
office for more information.
Or send a letter or resume to Paul Koslow,
IBM Corporation, Dept. C, 425 Park Avenue,
New York, N.Y. 10022. We'd like to hear
from you even if you're headed for graduate
school or military service.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Financial Aid Deficiency Builds At GU
1011

by Wes Olark
Financial aid-the first consideration for many incoming students, and a continuing consideration for upperclassmen-is a problem at Georgetown.
According to Mr. George Deacon, admissions counselor and
overseer of financial aid for freshmen, the situation is not a good
one. Many students who turn
down Georgetown on financial
grounds would tend to agree with
him.
Georgetown University participates in nine general types of student financial aid programs. The
first area is the University funded
scholarship. This type of scholarship, as all are, is given to students of outstanding ability who
demonstrate financial need. In the
case of most scholarships, financial need is determined by filling
out a Parents Confidential Statement (peS), which is processed
by the College Scholarship Service (CSS).
A funded scholarship is one
which has an income, other than
tuition payments, to back it up.
This special income usually comes
from endowments, gifts from
private sources or industry, and
from alumni contributions. The
main source of income for Georgetown's funded scholarships comes
from the Dalley funds, a bequest.
Upon the death of Miss Florence
M. Dailey nineteen million dollars
were willed, primarily to Georgetown and to Notre Dame, about
half the sum going to each. The
principal was to be kept intact, but
the interest was to be used in
Eastman Kodak stock for scholarship funds.
The second type of aid available is the Georgetown grant.
This is not a funded scholarship;
it has no income other than tuition payments, and is considered
a debit item. A University grant,
unlike the funded scholarship, involves no transfer of money. The
recipient merely receives credit,
partial or full, towards tuition.

Outside Grauts
Outside grants are the third
general area of assistance. Into
this category fall local and indUStrial scholarships, National Merit
Scholarships, Jesuit Educational
Association Scholarships, Ignatian
Scholarships, state scholarships,
and those scholarships which apply
to individual schools in the University.
Two Jesuit Educational Association Scholarships are awarded
each year to students who graduate first in their class from an
American Jesuit school. Applicants must be nominated by their

such is a debit item). Fr. Fitzgerald was asked if the University would be in much worse
shape without the Dailey funds,
and he stated that this was most
certainly the case. As shown by
these figures, and according to
Fr. Fitzgerald's memo, " . . . even
after income from the Dailey fund
was utilized student aid exceeded
returns from endowment by twothirds of a million dollars."
Last year, $466,530 in student
aid was distributed among the
undergraduate schools, $106,329
which was for athletic scholarships, primarily in basketball and
track. Graduate school students
were awarded $205,500 and Law
School figures amounted to $103,763.

principal. Grants range from $100
to $1,650 depending on need.
I g nat ian Scholarships are
awarded to one Jesuit high school
senior from each Province of the
American Assistancy of the Society of Jesus. The scholarship
yearly rotates among the schools
in each province. The applicant
must be nominated by his principal and be in the top five per cent
of his class. Grants can reach
$1,650 if there is sufficient need.

School Scholarships
The fourth type of assistance,
the School Scholarships program.
was instituted this semester and
is not yet fully operational. This
program was begun to aid "the
disadvantaged of Washington's
inner-city (ghetto areas) and
specifically for black stUdents."
The program consists of the Faculty
Scholarships,
operational
presently, and the Dean's Scholarships, to be operational in Fall of
1969. The office of undergraduate
admissions admits the students
and determines the extent of need.
Although recipients of this award
arc expected to maintain academic
standards necessary for promotion, usual grade standards for
scholarship retention does not apply.
The fifth category of financial
aid is the federally-funded Education Opportunity Grant (EOG),
which is awarded to those qualified students which show unusual
financial need. The primary criterion for the grant is the inability of
the family to pay for more than
$600 pcr year of the student's
educational costs. These grants
are direct gifts and come through
the United States Office of Education. The amounts available are
subject to Congressional appropriations. Grants range from $200$800 for the freshman year, with
an additional $200 made available
to upperclassmen ranking in the
top half of their class.
Federal loans are the sixth type
of aid at Georgetown. The bulk
of this program consists of the
National Defense Loan and the
Nurse Training Act Loan. Other
Federal loans include the Feder:al
Guaranteed Loan Program and
the Cuban Loan Program. Monies
for the Defense Loan are made
available to the University by the
Office of Education. This limits
the number of loans available. Recipients are allowed to borrow up
to $1,000 a year; $500 is credited
to the University in the student's
name each semester. A limit of
$5.000 is placed on undergraduate study. While the recipient is
a student, the loan is interestfree. The repayment period begins
at an interest rate of three per

cent nine months after the borrower "ceases to be a full-time
student," and continues for ten
years.
Nursing Students
Only nursing students can participate in the Nurse Training Act
Student Loan Program, which is
similar to the Defense Loan. The
repayment period begins one year
after graduation and continues
for ten years. Repayment is at
the rate of four and one quarter
percent, and up to 50 percent
forgiveness on the loan is available to those who become funtime nurses upon graduation.
Starting next year, the interest
rate will be lowered to three per
cent, and up to 80-85 per cent of
the loan will be forgiven. The program is what Mr. Deacon calls a
free ride."
The other Federal loans mentioned are given to those students
in the Medical and Dental '>chools.
The Cuban Loan Fund was set
up to aid Cuban refugees who
were unable to get their money
out of Cuba.
The seventh category of financial aid is the non-federally funded
loan. Most are granted by states
or private sources. Many outside
loans, however, are under the
auspices of the United Student
Aid Fund, Inc. which is a private,
non-profit organization designed
to allow students to borrow
money from their local banks
without putting up collateral or
without having co-signers. Students receiving these types of
U

Hatlo's They'll Do It Every Time

ASK ANY COLLEGE DEAN 01=

ADMI5510NS--THE PARENT5 WHO LOOK
AND TALK LIKE TI-IE HIGHER BRACkETS- ..
VAS-·AS I WAS SAYING TO MY
OLD FRIE.ND SENATOR BURPLE 1
THINGS HAVE. CHANGED SINCE
COLLE6E DAY5-6YTHE WA.Y)
RT C.LE~ THE MOVIE
STAR) WAS IN
--""Wh"",,,n
CLASS, TOO--

®

.. WIND UP T~E INTERVIEW ON
TI4IS PLAINTIVE NOTE· - ER··· HOW ABOUT FINANCIAL
AID? COULD JUNIOR GET
60ME HELp·-- A PARTIAL
SCHOLARSHIP? DO YOU
HA.VE A. STUDENT NOINTEREST LOAN PLAN?

Limited Monies
If outside grants were considered, Fr. Fitzgerald estimates
tha t a total of a million and a
half dollars was dispensed last
year. Noting the limited monies
the University has to work with,
Fr. Fitzgerald remarked, "We do
what we can afford to do. With
ea~c, we could use double the
loans, U.S. Air Force Loans, and
The Office of Undergraduate
students participating in the Fed- Admissions released figures comeral Guaranteed Loan Programs paring amounts of money granted
may be qualified to receive feder- the class of '71 during the school
al Interest Subsidy Benefits if his year '67-'68 to monies granted
family adjusted gross income is the class of '72. Last year, the
less than $15,000.
cbss of '71 received $112,000 in
The adjusted income .is usually University scholarships, funded
found by filling out the Parents' and non-funded. The figure drops
Confidelltial Statement. Under the to $96,000 for the class of '72.
Benefits program, the governThe breakdown of money last
ment will pay the interest rate year was as follows: $39,000 to
of the Student's loan while he is the College of Arts and Sciences,
in school, up to three per cent $20,000 to men in the School of
after he graduates. Mr. William Foreign Service, $1,500 to women,
Patterson, director of stUdent fi- $12.000 to the School of Business
nance, says he expects Congress Administration, $13,000 to men in
to change this so that the stu- the School of Language and
dent will have to pay all of the Linguistics, S4,100 to women, and
interest rate after graduation.
$11.000 to the NurSing School.
The eighth form of assistance is National Defense Loans aWl1rded
granted through the College Work to last year's freshmen totaled
Study Program, which makes $107,000. This year's freshmen
jobs available to students. Be- were awarded $75,000, a cutback
cause most of the money for this of $32,000. Nursing Loans remained
program is dependent upon Con- near $20,000 for both freshman
greSSional
appropriations,
the classes.
Educational Opportunity Grants
number of jobs are limited. The
need for the work is discerned were $21,000 last year and $25,by the admissions office, and as- 000 this year. The money awarded
Signed by Mr. Patterson's bureau. ullder the Nurse Loan Program
Students are not given lump sums and the EOG's are not reliable
at registration, but rather are paid totals as to the amounts of money
on a weekly or bi-weekly basis available. They tend to reflect the
number of students that 'lpply for
throughout the year.
the programs in any given year.
Fellowships
Under the auspices of the ,\Vork
The ninth, and last, type of aid Study Program. $25,000 was
is the fellowship. This is graduate awarded the freshman cl3.'>s last
aid, and is later briefly mentioned. year as compared with $12,000
Transfer students are ineligible for the class of '72, again ~n evifor Georgetown's financial aid dence of government cutbacks.
programs until their second year State awards for last year's freshdue to the small amount of aid men totaled S46,ooO. Figures are
funds available. Financial need yet unavailable for the class of
of the students participating in '72.
As a result of the School Scholthe aid programs is re-evaluated
arships. seven students from the
annually.
The Rev. Thomas R. Fitzg~rald, inner city are now enroUed at
S.J., academic vice-president, has Georgetown. The School Scholarrecently done extensive research ship program is being run in coon the University's financial aid operation with GUCAP. Mr. Miprograms, and has upgraded the chley Beaudoin, Coordinator of
figures appearing in the 1967-68 GUCAP, is the Director of the InUniversity external audit. (This ner City Scholarship Program.
year's figures have not been total- Pr(?sently, almost $11,000 is in the
ly compiled.) In a memo circu- Fa~ulty Scholarship fund. Aplated to the faculty, Fitzgerald proximately $7,000 of this was
stated "In 1967-68 total student pledged by 70 members of the lay
aid was approximately $878,660." faculty (deducted from salaries
This figure does not include loans, before taxes). The remammg
Mer i t Scholarships, federally $4,000 was pledged by the Superifunded fellowships (National De- or of Jesuit Community in the
fense Educational Act-NDEA, Na- name of the 40 Jesuits who teach
tional Science Foundation-NSF, at Georgetown. The pledges will
National Institute of Health-NIH, be repeated each year. The proor other similar programs), nor gram is presently in operation.
The second half oC the School
did it include the stipend portion
of the fellowships, which Fr. Scholarships. the Dean's ScholarFitzgerald considers to be a "sal- ship, is to be ready in the fall of
ary for services rendered:' The next year. The four undergradutuition half of fellowships was ate deans have pledged 20 perincluded in the total figure. The cent of their Georgetown scholartotal figure essentially repre- ship aid allotment to the prosents those programs which the gram. 20 per cent would mean
about $17,000 from each school
University pays for itself.
$214,571 of the above total came for the year '69-'70, one quarter
from special income, mainly from of which will be macie available
the Dailey funds. The rest, $664,- to each class. By 1970, the deans
089, came from ordinary income, hope to have $34.000 in the fund;
such as tuition (as stated earlier 1971-$51,000; 1972-$68,000.
(Continued on Page 15)
this type is non-funded, and as
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East Campus Council Affirms
Election Committee"s Report
by Jim DW'ye(/,

Amidst an air of controversy,
the Walsh Area Student Council
has upheld an election committee report and has seated the four
freshmen elected as officers in the
Nov. 1 election.
Acceptance of the report, which
called for the disqualification of
three candidates, cleared the way
for Mark Sitley to become East
Campus freshman class president.
Julianna Work, Brian Kline, and
Mark GutierreZ have assumed
the positions of class vice president, secretary, and treasurer.
In an open meeting for all East
Campus students, the council
voted to accept the report submitted by the election committee
by a slim 6-4 margin. Walsh
Area Secretary Carol Kilhenny,
chairman of the committee, abstained in the vote.
Dennis Curley, treasurer of the
Walsh Area Student Council, presented the majority opinion. He
said that the legislative power
given the election committee was
"reasonable," and that the election committee acted prudently
and justly in handling the violations. "The candidates broke a
very expliCit rule that was explained in detail by the election
committee." Further, he asserted
that the election committee bore
the responsibility of "enforcing
the rule," and, he maintained that
the formulation of an "ex post
facto" regulation would provide
an open door to "chaos".
The term "reasonable" was the
focal point of the minority opinion, as articulated by the vice-

president of the Class of 1969,
Cathy Tackney. She pointed out
the inc 0 n sis ten c i e s of the
election committee, and her view
that the Council's loyalty to the
students should supercede its atta~hment to the election committee. She stated that the double
standard of "leniency and severity" that characterized the committee's actions demanded "a
council review and said that
prior offenses, more severe in nature were glossed over by the
election committee. On this basis,
she intimated that the disqualifications were "without justification."
\Vhen the floor was opened for
discussion the two disqualified
candidates
for
vice-president,
Matt Ellis and Nelson Smith rose
to their own defense.

Ellis stated that 54 percent of
the students were denied the
right to choose their officers, and
th'at "it's one thing to disqualify
two cal1didates, but to disqualify
54 percent of the students is another thing." He admitted his
failure to submit a financial report on the final day was
"wrong", and attributed the
omission to "fatigue."
Nelson Smith questioned the
validity of the rule itself. Stating
that the purpose of a budget report was "never fully explained,"
he termed his disqualification as
"inappropriate" because of its
severity. Censure and reprimand
were means, he contended, to inform the students of the "merits
of the candidates," but disqualification for such "a matter was
unjustified."

LONGWORTH'S CAFETERIA
invites Georgetown students to enjoy its
100/0 dinner discount.

Sunday-Friday, 4:30-8:00

p.m.

1801 N. Oak
Arlington, Virginia
Phone: 524-4664

MONDAY thru SATURDAY

THE
COASTERS
Coming Noy. 25: JON. MITCHELL
Coming Dec. 2: IAN & SYLVIA
34th & M Sts.
Res. 337-3389
Georgetown

MOST lIKElY TO HElP YOU GO Plll(ES
Ron Hindman ... fellow student ... your very own TWA
Campus Representative ... expert on Great Spots to water ski,
snow ski, surf and sail. .. on places to meet new people and have fun with
old friends ... places to dance and groove.
Keeper of TWA's 50/50 Club Cards-·-which take you to all those places
in the US for a mere half fare.
Kind of a colleague of the local travel agent. Together they'll give you all
the tours, fares and schedules you can dream up.
Good person to know. Just contact Ron on campus.

~~""-J~-..&.~~-t;,,"""

Attention collegiate rock, folk and jazz groups! Enter the 1969
Intercollegiate 1\11 usic Festival sponsored by TWA. For
..''--.'"

inloem.tion

wei", I.M.E,

~

1275, L"';;F~; 3iN}) 1\.-W1\.1'.~
RON HINDMAN
TWA CAMPUS REP.

It might be
an identit4 crisis •.•

But we know

YOU'RE YOU,
CHARLIE
BROWN
THE NEW

JlEANUTS®
CARTOON 13001(!
By Charles M. Schulz
ONLY

$1

at your college
bookstore

Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.
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Universities Report

On Student Control
Reports from five institutions on
on student participation in their
administration have been collected
by the Georgetown Graduate
School for use in its own discussion on the subject. (See page one
for story on "faculty backlash" to
student participation.)

At "Careers Unlimited," the great new idea that puts you
directly in touch with dozens of major companies seeking June Graduates. It's all happening during the Christmas holiday at the Robert Treat Hotel, Newark, New
Jersey, December 26 and 27. Talk privately to company
personnel people. You just may go back to school after
the holiday all set with a great Career position. Here are
some of the participating companies:

Acme Markets Inc.
Aetna Casualty &
Surety Co.
Allied Chemical Corp.
Allstate Insurance Co.
Arthur Young &Co.
Bamberger's New
Jersey
Continental Insurance
Companies
Diamond Shamrock
CDrp.
E.I. Dupont
De Nemours & Co.
Engelhard Minerals &
Chemicals Corp.
Esso Research &
Engineering Corp.
Fidelity Union Trust
CD.

Newark Board of
Education
N.J. Blue Cross·Blue
Shield
N.J. Bell Telephone Co.
Ortho Pharmaceutical
Corp.
Otto B. May Inc.
Peat Marwick Mitchell
& Co.
Peoples Trust of
Bergen County
Prudential Insurance
Co. of America
Public Service Electric
& Gas Co.
Puder & Puder
Schering Corp.
Travelers Insurance Co.
Western Electric Co.

First Jersey National
Bank
First National State
Bank of N.J.
Haskins & Sells
Hoffman La Roche
Howard Savings
Institution
IBM Corp.
J.I.Kislak Inc.
J.Wiss & Sons
Merck & Co. Inc.
Monroe International
Div. of Litton Ind
Mutual Benefit Life
Insurance Co.
National Cash
Register
National Newark &
Essex

I~-----------------CAREERS UNLIMITED
I
I Greater Newark Chamber of Commerce
I
I 605 Broad St., Newark, New Jersey
I
I
Name
Home Address

City

State

Zip

t

I
I
I
I

------------------~

The reports ranged from Yale's
"We are just beginning to discuss this topic" to Berkeley's listing of 16 administration committees and two academic senate
boards on which students sit. The
other schools reporting were Harvard, Oberlin, and Stanford.
A t Harvard, student participation in administration is "handeled pretty informally and in a
number of ways," according to
the dean of the Harvard Gradua te School of Arts and Sciences.
One such way is a readiness to
talk "with any number of delegations of students." Oberlin is
presently considering the "concurrent majority concept" in
which the consent of all segments
of the academic community is necessary for legislation to be
passed. At Stanford, the academic
senate is now discussing a proposal for student representation
on all of its committees.
John Perry Miller, dean of
Yale's Graduate School, stated,
"We are just beginning to discuss
this topic among ourselves and
with the students at the graduate
level, and we have come to no
conclusions." At the University of
California's
Berkeley
campus,
however, student participation in
the
school's
governance
has
reached the stage where students sit on various committees.
Berkeley is now discussing the
possibility of its student government assuming responsibility for
physical facilities, student activities, and student publications. Under a plan now before the Associated Students of the University
of California, instead of student
representation on adminstration

"Francis Albert Sinatra

Does His Thing"
No kidding. That's what
Frank has titled his newest
Bud weiser TV special.
(Would an Old Scout tell
you a falsehood?)
And Sinatra's thing, as always,
is excitement. See him. Hear
him. Tune in ...
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 25
CBS-TV 9-10 p.m. EST
(but check your local listing just to be sure.)

DIAHANN CARROLL
and THE FIFTH DIMENSION will also be

on hand to do their
things, which happen to
be some very nIce forms of
communication.
Meanwhile, back at the
brewery,. we'll be doing our
thing ... with the King of
Beers®. (But you know that.)

ROCK, FOLK, JAZZ GROUPS! Enter the '69 Intercollegiate

Music Festival, co-sponsored by the brewers of Budweiser.
Write: I.M.F., BOX 1275, Leesburg, Florida 32748.

Budweiser~
ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC . • ST. lOUIS. NEWARK. lOS ANGELES. TAMPA. HOUSTON. COLUMBUS

committees, the present concept
of 5tudent partiCipation at most
universities, there would be administration representation on
student committees responsible
for the aformentioned areas.
According to Andrew G. Jameson, asst. vice chancellor for student affairs at Berkeley, students
now hold membership on the
auditorium theatre policy board;
the buildings and campus developm~nt
committee; the advisory
committee on development; the
federal work study program committee; the foreign students committee; the advisory committee on
housing and environment; the inJOHN PINTO
tercollegiate athletics advisory
board; the instructional media
committee; the student conduct
committee, the advisory committee on orientations; the public
ceremonies committee; the radio
stati~m advisory board; the regents' professorship and lectureThe Four Tops, one of Motown's
ships committee; the sailing programs committee; and the ad- biggest recording sounds, will be
visory and policy-recommending appearing at Georgetown's Mccommittee to the student and Donough Gymnasium this Sunday
as the Fall Concert offering.
alumni placement center.
The show is being jointly sponThe two Academic Senate comsored
by the Yard and the Walsh
missions on which students serve
at Berkeley are the student Area Student Council who will
affairs committee and the study share both the profits and the
commission on university gover- work in an attempt to employ the
best talent of both councils.
nance.
John Pinto (CoIl '70), handling
Mr. Jameson stated, "The Associated Students of the University the concert for the Yard, said that
of California, Berkeley, is present- a new merchandising angle will be
ly in a state of change and re- employed in that the concert will
organization." He continued, "A be promoted outside the campus
broad agreement on the restruc- much 'more than it has been in
turing of ASUC has been devel- the past.
The concert will begin at 3 p.m.
oped through a series of conservations with a committee of stu- Although Pinto admits this is a
dents." The most fundamental hard time to hold a concert, the
issue was "the need to develop a committee is trying to remedy
student government that could be this by offering a mixer aftertaken seriously by all students ward, with girls admitted free
and the rest of the student body upon presentation of their ticket
as reprE'sentative of this diverse stubs.
Tickets are available at the
and talented student body."
Under the proposed ASUC re- Campus Communications Center
for $3.50, $4.25, and $5.00.
(Continued on Page 17)

Four Tops Heading
Yard, Walsh Area
Upcoming Concert

Unfunded Scholarships
Increas·e Debts At GU
(Continued from Page 13)
Robert Elster, (ColI. '69) cochairman of the high school recruiting committee, commenting
on the financial aid situation said,
"Offhand, a pretty good percentage of those who decide not to
come to Georgetown decide because of financial reasons."
Elster mentioned that Ivy
League schools, which have huge
endowments, are Georgetown's
biggest competitors. "We could attract more people if we just had
the money," Elster said. He added
"We now have to accept more
students, on the same academic
levels as before, to fulfill our
quota due to the small amount of
available aid." Elster feels his
efforts to recruit high school
seniors will be "hurt" this year
by the new School Scholarships,
for which the deans are setting
aside 20 percent of the usual aid
fund.
Georgetown University is by no
means a wealthy school, nor is it
even a financially sound one. The
need to attract students requires

that the University offer financial
assistance. Since the University
has no large endowments, and receives few large contributions
from alumni or industry, it is
forced to give scholarships in the
form of grants, or cancellation of
tuition. This serves only to accumulate debits. These non-funded
scholarships are expenditures that
have no offsetting incomes such
as do the funded grants. As more
and more of these non-funded
scholarships are offered to attract
students, the University will find
itself caught more tightly in the
VICJOUS
and illusory circle of
spending in the hopes of getting
enough students to help balance
the expenditure.
By following this circle, the
University could well become increasingly enmeshed in a web of
deficit and financial ruin. Governm~nt cutbacks certainly do not
heip matters. Clearly, the University needs a financial shot in the
arm in this area, not only from
the government, but from endowments, industry, and especially
from alumni.

SALE!
500/0 Student DisCOU11tS
Moustaches ................. Sale $12.99
Sideburns .................. Sale 12.99
Beards ..................... Sale 21.99
100 % Human Hair

Celltury Wig Co.
4435 Wiscomin N.W., near Sears

966-0442
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MR. DeYOUNG:

Dear Mr. DeYoung:

Dear Mr. Clark:

"Is Business Bluffing Ethical?" is a recent
article which appears in the Harvard
Business Review (January-February 1968).
In that article the author, Albert Z. Carr,
raises some difficult questions about the
nature of competition among business
organizations and about the relationship
of a person's ethical and moral standards
to the conduct of daily business. Several
examples of conflicts between ethics and
"business sense" were cited. Let's
consider a concrete example.

Indeed there are some men of the calibre
you cite in business; probably in greater
number than most responsible
executives know.

Tom was a sales executive with a Southern
firm. He told of an instance when he had
lunch with one of his most important
customers, a Mr. Colby. At the time of
their meeting, the state was having a very
heated political campaign over which
Tom and Colby were of different
persuasions. Colby mentioned that he was
treasurer of the citizens' committee
supporting the candidate Tom opposed.
Before the two men got down to business,
Colby asked if he could count on Tom for
a $100 contribution to the Lang campaign
fund. Tom's reaction was the following:
"Well, there I was. I was opposed to
Lang, but I knew Colby. If he withdrew
his business I could be in a bad spot.
So I just smiled and wrote the check
then and there."
Upon discussing the matter with his wife,
Tom found that she was bitterly
disillusioned with the business world
because it could put such pressures on a
person to go against his own values.
Tom's perception of the incident was that
"it was an either/or situation. I had to do
it or risk losing the business."
Mr. Carr suggests that such situations are
part of the "game" which governs the
business world. He goes on to compare
ethical standards of business organizations
today with the ground rules of a poker
game. "That most businessmen are not
indifferent to ethics in their private lives,
everyone will agree. My point is that in
their office lives they cease to be private
citizens; they become game players who
must be guided by a somewhat different
set of ethical standards."
Finally, Carr cites a Midwestern executive
as saying "So long as a businessman
complies with the laws of the land and
avoids telling malicious lies, he's ethical.
There is no obligation on him to stop and
consider who is going to be hurt. If the
law says he can do it, that's all the
justification he needs. There is nothing
unethical about that. It's just plain
business sense."
Mr. DeYoung, the student whom business
wants for its management ranks is not
interested in playing games where he
must maintain two identities and two sets
of ethical values-one as a private citizen
and one as a businessman. I would be
interested to know how you personally
re'::oncile the conflicts between your
ethical beliefs and your "business sense."
Sincerely yours,

."

()~~,~

David G. Clark

Gmduate Studies, Stanford

I suspect also that there are many
instances where a man like your sales
executive, Tom, compromises his personal
"ethics" to make a sale. But wasn't he
trapped by his own supposition? Didn't he
write-off his own company's integrity,
along with the history of the customer's
satisfaction with their product line and
service backup, when he wrote the check?
It strikes me that a little intestinal
fortitude, and a tactful remark about his
own political convictions, would have
brought the issue to a proper test:
business based on quality products and
service versus "bought" business.
If the man won't make the test, then he
ought not to make business a whipping
boy because he chose to compromise his
own standards. If his employer won't
stand the test, then his choice is obvious:
quit, and join a company whose standards
measure up to his own. In the long run he
will have done himself a favor because an
ethical man, who is competent, always is
in high demand. A posture aligned with
high standards will gain more respect of
significance than any setbacks sustained
through loss of a few sales.
As for the Midwestern executive who
equates business' ethical standards simply
to compliance with the law-it being
implied that this falls short of what
society would expect-I question both his
awareness of the law's comprehensiveness,
and his insight into most businessmen's
motivations.
Responsible executives don't make
decisions on the basis of legal
permissiveness; of seeing what they can
get away with at the risk of courting
punitive actions at law, or the public's
displeasure. Those are negative yardsticks,
and the thrust of business thinking that
involves moral judgments is affirmative.
Check product specifications, for example,
and see how many exceed standards
established by regulation. Results: a better

quality product, greater performance,
longer life expectancy.
Take re-training and re-assignment of
employees to better-paying jobs requiring
greater skills when automation phases out
various work slots. Results: more
highly-skilled employees, better-earning
potential, greater job security.
Consider the direct personal involvement of
more executives, and the application of
their company resources, in efforts to deal
effectively with such urban crises as
ghetto unemployment. Results: more local
employment, a step toward self-help, a
broadening base for stability.
None of these actions are compelled by
law ... they are taken voluntarily by
businessmen acting under the compulsion
of their personal ethics. It is the beliefs
underlying such actions that I regard as
the criteria for responsible businessmen's
ethics. Critics may question this criteria as
self-interest. I'll buy that. It is. But 'it is
enlightened self-interest which is simply
good "business sense," and reflects the
ethical standards that broadly prevail
in our free society.
The point is that in business, ethical
standards encompass not only questions
of personal conduct and integrity, but the
whole range of business' activities with
the public as a whole. Yet in the final
analysis it is always the individual who
must make the decision; a decision that
will reflect the influences of one's family
life, religion, principles gleaned from
education, the views of others, and one's
own inherent traits of character. It is these
factors that show up in a man's business
decisions, not the other way around.
The man, therefore, who maintains his own
convictions and sense of moral values will
be a better businessman, and will find that
there really is little problem in developing
a business career without fear
of compromise.
Sincerely,
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Russell DeYoung, Chairman,
(.)
The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company

WHO CARES ABOUT STUDENT OPINION? in university administration, already have claimed
BUSINESSMEN DO.
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Three chief executive officers- The Goodyear Tire &
Rubber Company's Chairman, Russell DeYoung,
The Dow Chemical Company's President,
H. D. Doan, and Motorola's Chaifman, Robert
W. Galvin-are responding to serious questions
and viewpoints posed by students about
business and its role in our changing society . ..
and from their perspective as heads of major
corporations are exchanging views through
means of a campus/corporate Dialogue Program
on specific issues raised by leading
student spokesmen.

,

,

Mr. Clark's attention and auger weI! a career
in international affairs.
In the course of the entire Dialogue Program,
Mark Bookspan, a Chemistry major at Ohio
State, also will exchange viewpoints with Mr.
DeYoung; as will David M. Butler, in Electrical
Engineering at Michigan State, and Stan Chess,
Journalism, Cornell, with Mr. Doan; and
similarly, Arthur M. Klebanoff, in Liberal Arts at
Yale, and Arnold Shelby, Latin American Studies
at Tulane, with Mr. Galvin.

All of these Dialogues will appear in this
publication, and other campus newspapers across
the country, throughout this academic year.
Campus comments are invited, and should be
forwarded to Mr. DeYoung, Goodyear, Akron,
Here, David G. Clark, a Liberal Arts graduate
Ohio; Mr. Doan, Dow Chemical, Midland,
student at Stanford, is exploring a question with
Mr. DeYoung. Administrative activities in Greece Michigan; or Mr. Galvin, Motorola, Franklin
Park, Illinois, as appropriate.
and Austria, along with broadening experience
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Peace Corps Seeking Seniors
In Campaign For 'Employees~
The writer is the Peace Corps members, all former volunteers
representative for colleges in the in the Peace Corps, who have
Washington area. The following is recently returned to the States.
his view Of "the Peace Corps ex- I served in Ecuador; Ken and Miperience," and the opportunities chele Lewis served in Brazil; and
the program offers for college John Sims in Biafra and Camgrad1lates.
eroon.

by Davis Henderson
The Peace Corps representatives are on the campus again.
They have been camped for the
last few days in the Walsh Lobby
talking to anyone who will listen
and distributing information about
programs which are now accepting applicants.
The team is composed of four

\
Luigi Luccarelli
Chef
Luigi born 52 years ago in
Avellino, Italy, brings to the
1789 a wide range of cooking
and restaurant experience.
Two years ago, he left his
"native" Princeton, New Jersey
to open with his brother the
distinguished Luccarelli Restaurant here in Washington, and
recently has joined us here at
1789. Reston is the home of the
Luccarelli family of two daughters and a son.

The former volunteers are most
interested in talking to seniors
because of the Peace Corps' policy of discouraging anyone from
applying who will not be available
for service within a year. A great
deal of interest has been shown in
the Peace Corps by Georgetown
students. Georgetown remains, in
relation to its size, one of the
largest producers of applicants to
the Peace Corps in the nation.
The Peace Corps continues to
appeal mostly to young Americans. It remains the biggest
single "employer" of American
college graduates. The Peace
Corps is seven years old, and possibly it is now guilty of being an
institution-but certainly not a
stagnant or uninspired institution.
Any agency which has 15,000 volunteers who almost all had a
different reason for joining and a
different concept of the Peace
Corps and are now serving in 59
different countries, could never
be a stultifying bureaucracy.
The Peace Corps continues to
appeal for a variety of reasons.
For some it is an opportunity in
another culture and to learn a
foreign language. For others it is
a chance to work on the humanto-human level; for others one of
the few remaining options within
"the system;" for others an alternative to the draft. But whatever the reason, the fact remains,
it appeals.
However, the real question isis it relevant to the problems of
1968? Why should we recruit and
train the young, intelligent, well
educated sector of our population
who are concerned with the problems of hunger, ignorance, and
poverty, and then send them
abroad at a time of national
crisis when we can find these very
same problems within our own

country? Why are we spending
$100 million annually to maintain
a group abroad, which could easily maintain themselves if they
stayed at home, while there are
hungry people right here?
In the first place the Peace
Corps simply does not end overseas. Most volunteers who were
service-oriented before entering
the Peace Corps return to the
United States with much greater
social awareness and channel
their energies and new founded
social skills to combat domestic
problems. Many volunteers who
were previously unsure of their
future career goals decide to go
into occupations with greater social significance.
The Peace Corps experience
offers an individual the opportunity of seeing social problems,
which in many cases are similar
to those in this country, out of
the context of the United States.
One gains perspective on his problems when he sees how others
deal with similar problems-either successfully or unsuccessfully.
Secondly, we can not remain
isolated within the borders of
America. To say it is time to retrench and withdraw into isolationism, is a complete misunderstanding of the times. Today as
citizens of the United States,' we
are unescapably citizens of the
world. The Peace Corps is concerned with love, communication,
and sharing-these concerns have
no nationality.
And so Peace Corps volunteers
continue to leave their country
in a time of national crisis and
try to solve problems which do
not recognize na tional boundaries.
And when their tour of service is
completed, these volunteers return to America and bring with
them knowledge which in many
cases is applied to the problems
here.

Draft De lay Attributed
To Students, Computer
(Continued from Page 1)
mation sheets employed this year.
Mr. Quinn said, "We had student
help at the checkout tables to make
sure all the information was there
and to check for certain ·items.
They were coached in what to
look for, but we found that they
often asked other students to substitute for them, and these people
hadn't been coached. This happened three times, and as a result
hundreds of forms s lip p e d
through.
He said, "This is one of the
unforeseen things that happens
with student help, but I haven't
said anything to any of them except at registration."
Mr. Quinn also said that much
of the slowdown was due to the
switchover from cards to the

WHY NOT?
Why not fly
Mohawk
home for

Thanksgiving?
It's a groovy way to travel. You
get there quicker. Your vacation's
longer. Mohawk serves 75
cities in 10 states and Canada.
If you aren't going home, but
just want to travel, check Mohawk's
"Consecutive Executive" plan.
Five days unlimited travel. Fore
is good from 12:01 a.m.
Monday to midnight Friday. Call
Mohawk and make positive
space reservations on as
many flights as you can. Then,
GO to as many cities as
your ingenuity and stamina
allow. (If you're not an
executive, do it anyway. We won't tell.)

.... l

MOHAWK AIRLINES
For reservations, call Mohawk or your travel agent

computer tapes. "There was a lot
of initial punching which had to
be done, and that slowed the operation down considerably. Much
of the punching was farmed out
to an IBM service organization.
There was just an unexpected
volume of work to do, and we
didn't get everything together until last Wednesday."
Everything which the registrar's
office was able to complete is
now on "the way.

Respect Sought By
Workers; Situation
One Of Frustration
by Rllfus Lusk
Another skirmish in the running verbal battle between the
grape growers of California and
Cesar Chavez was fought last
week in Palm's Lounge. Mr. Jose
Mendoza, general secretary of the
AgricultUral Workers Freedom-toWork
Association
spoke
out
against Chavez'S efforts to unionize the grape growers, saying "By
supporting the grape boycott, you
are actually hurting the people
you think you are helping."
Mr. Mendoza, a native of California and an avowed opponent
of Chavez, made Georgetown his
first stop on a nationwide tour to
relate what he feels is the· workers' point of view on the boycott.
"The workers," he said, "have
been the forgotten element. Everyone knows about Cesar and his
United Farm Workers Organizing
Committee (AFL-CIO), and about
the grape growers, but the grape
picker himself has been neglected.
His viewpoint has not been heard
a t all, he is the person who really
counts the most, since the issue
is :l matter of survival to him."
Mr. Mendoza said that the
pickers themselves have no desire
to unionize. He said that they are
being forced into labor organizations by Chavez. "Mr. Chavez has
(Continued on Page 19)

CONTROL

ROCK FESTIVAL
Info.: LOVE·222.

~

~

presented by
Larry Magid

SPECTRUM • PHILA., PA. • 7 PM FRI., DEC. 6
Tickets:

$3.50

$4.50

$5.50

Advance Tickets On Sale: Electric Factory, 2201 Arch: Glassman's. 13th & Locust:
15th & Locust Ticket Office: Spectrum, Broad & Pattison: All Record Mart Stores:
Both Gimbels Stores: Wanamakers, Center City: Temple U., Mitten Hall: U. of P.,
Houston Hall: Record Closet, 54th & City Line: Record Museum, Castor & Cottman:
;;P.ntral City Agency: Wilmington: Bag & Baggage. The Wee Three Record Shop
Moorestown Mall, N.J. Mail Orders: Electric Factory, 2201 Arch St., Phila., Pa:

(Continued from Page 15)
organization, the student government would include four bodies,
three of which would assume
functions normally reserved to
the administration. A union facilities board would be responsible
for the management of physical
facilities, the auxiliary enterprises, and personnel affairs. An
activities board would establish
priorities and determine budget
allocations for activities sponsored by the ASUC. A communications board would exercise jurisdiction over student publications.
Each of these commissions would
consist of a student majority with
administration representatives.
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Georgetown Deans In Favor
Of Students On Committees
(Continued from Page 1)
"If we're rebuffed on the faculty executive committee of the
College," he said, "1 don't foresee
any massive demonstrations-students just aren't that politically
aware. But if in five years we are
still fighting for some of these
basic rights, I foresee a real problem."
Hurson also admonished the
student members of the Foreign
Service executive committee to be
temperate in their words. "Everybody on campus is looking at
these students, but I don't want
the student body to be branded
by what these three do. . . .
'What I want to be sure of is that
politics don't get involved, with
somebody trying to make a name
for himself.!'
The only solution to the prevention of an increased backlash
which Hurson can see is "direct
communication with the faculty.
Beyond that it is difficult. 1 hope
we can gain their confidence by
doing our job well. The Board of
Directors, in placing students on
the search committee, has recognized the necessity of student
participation. I hope we can

FOOD POISONING
(Continued from Page 1)
the food, Loescher did say, "Total
steps have been taken to prevent
such a thing from happening
again. Believe me, it was really a
mistake. The students were sick
for a night, and we are sorry for
that; but I'll be sick for six days
over that."
Dr. Esswein said that he expected more students to come in
than actually did, probably because a good many of those
stricken decided it wasn't worth
reporting. All of the cases he
knew of subsided within 12 hours,
and most of them were not severe.
However, he did indicate his surprise that it was the spaghetti
which was responsible. "Staph
usually doesn't occur in spaghetti
meatballs; it just shouldn't do
that."
Staphylococcus usually infects
food as a result of poor handling
and storage. Food contaminated
with staph will not cause sickness
if refrigerated or kept cool. It is
only when the food is allowed to
stand at its incubation temperature that the staph bacteria
manufactures a toxin which is
malevolent. Loescher said that increased precautions are being
taken in the refrigerator compartments.

Work in Europe
American Student Information
Service has arranged jobs,
tours & studying in Europe for
over a decade. Choose from
thousands of good paying jobs
in 15 countries, study at a famous university, take a Grand
Tour, transatlantic transportation, travel independently. All
permits, etc. arranged thru this
low cost & recommended program. On the spot help from
ASIS offices while in Eurooe.
For educational fun-filled' &
profitable experience of a lifetime send $ 2 for handbook
(overseas handling, airmail reply & applications included)
listing jobs, tours, study &
cI'ammed with other valuable
info, to: Dept. M, AS1S, 22 ave.
de la Liberte, Luxembourg
City, Grand Duchy of Lux.

demonstrate the same thing to
the faculty."
There are many other faculty
members, however, who see increased participation of the students as a logical step in the University's development. Dr. Rocco
P. Porreco, dean of the graduate
school "is deeply interested in
the matter of student participation. On some matters students
have more knowledge than faculty
and on some committees students
would work harder than faculty."
Dr. Porreco has proposed that
provisions be made for student
participation on the graduate
board of studies in the revision of
the board's constitution. "Everything in the past years in the
Graduate School has been leaning
towards increased student participation."
Hurson, however, said that Dr.
Porreco's suggestions "met with
a lot of flak and raised some high
emotions."
The Rev. Royden B. Davis, S.J.
dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences, is in favor of undergraduate representatives on the
executive committee of the Col-

4L.~~EE-FROM
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lege because students can be
"effective, for example, in the actions of the Yard Academic Committee and can contribute much
in the way of questions, reports
and searching."
Dr. Jesse A. Mann, dean of the
School of Foreign Service, feels
that student participants on his
executive committee are "doing
an excellent job." Dr. Slakey, who
is a member of the graduate
board of studies and the executive committe of the College,
has mixed feelings on student participation on such committees. He
is hesitant because "students do
not have to face the test of time
on their decisions . . . they tend
to look on structures as things
that hamper them rather than to
guide them in growth.
"The many things taken up in
committees are minor-rather
piddling things which would waste
a student's time." But he can see
advantages in that "students have
clearer ideas of the problems they
face," and because "students are
well worth listening to and for
many of us there is little opportunity to listen to students."

Send two Olympic-size swimming pools and $150,()()() in cash and we will send you your own life-size
Brickskeller.
If you cannot afford this, come and use ours.

Live music ana light show upstairs for dancing
Downstairs--Old pub atmosphere.
"Washington's most unique and complete entertainment center."

1523 22nd Street, in the MaTi/ax Hotel,
at the red canopy

Is it possible to be
passed by at 30?
Absolutely. If you're a 30-yeer-old engineer who's
failed to keep up with the latest developments in his
field.
Because Western Electric's an acknowledged industrialleader in graduate engineering training, that's
one worry our engineers don't have. Our nearlycompleted Corporate Education Center near Princeton, N. J., for instance, will have a resident staff of
over 100. More than 310 engineering courses will be

offered, and about 2,400 engineers will study there
in 1969. It's the most advanced facility of its kind.
Ask around. You'll find that when it comes to anticipating change, Western Electric is way out in front.
And we make every effort to keep our engineers there
too. See our recruiter or write College Relations,
222 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 10038.
A lot of study, and hard work, never hurt anyone.

@ Wesrerlt Elecrric
AA
•

MANUFACTURING & SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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ROTC Claims
Many 'Leaders'
In Membership
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Healy steps are one of the few places of refuge on campus for
those allergic to mud.

Chavez Misrepresents
Grape Workers' Case

Playtex*invents the first-day tampon™
(We took the inside out
to show you how different it is.)
Outside: it's softer and silky (not cardboardy).
Inside: it's so extra absorbent ... it even protects on
your first day. Your worst day!
In every lab test against the old cardooardy kind ..•
the Playtex tampon was always more absorbent.
Actually 45 % more absorbent on the average
than the leading regular tampon.
Because it's different. Actually adjusts to you.
It flowers out. Fluffs out. Designed to protect every
inside inch of you. So the chance of a mishap
is almost zero!
.... .. . . . ....... ...... .. ....... . .....
Try it fast.
Why live in the past? ;:.

(Continued from Page 17)
been trying for four years to
organize the pickers, and as of
now only two percent are in the
union. If they're so much for the
union then why don't they join?
The truth of the matter is that
this is a high-handed move by the
union to gain power. They are
act ually using force to win the
pickers over to their viewpoint."
Mr. Mendoza continued, saying
that Chavez'S men have at times
resorted to semi-automatic weapons to convince some of the migrant workers that they should
join the union. He also stated
that he has been threatened
numerous times. "They are willing to go to any extremes," he
said.
Explaining what he believes to
be Chavez's motives, Mendoza
said that the activist wasn't able
to organize the pickers or the
growers, so his only alternative
was a boycott, and this is working
because he has deluded the
American people. "The poster
that you see of the little girl
starving is in actuality a fake;
we do not have that type of
poverty in Southern California."
Mr. Mendoza stressed that the
pickers do not want sympathy,
even though 5000 are unemployed
because of the boycott. He went
on to cite the example of people
from Portland, Oregon, who took
up a collection of clothes for the
supposedly impoverished grape

'The Georgetown Chef'
ANNOUNCES

NOVEMBER SPEOALS
KOSHER FRANKS
Hot Mustard, Pickle
and Potato Chips ................ $.39

BARBECUED BEEF
Served on a Bun
Pickle and Potato Chips . ............... $.49

BACON, LETTUCE

&

TOMATO

Served on Toast
Pickle and Potato Chips .................... $.59

C£L----.-

workers. The pickers were so distUi·bed that they in turn took up
a collection for the poor people
of Portland.
He said that the pickers want
respect as any American citizen
does, and further, they want the
right to work unencumbered by
the union.
The "immoral" boycott is forcing them to either join the union
or perish, he emphasized, and said
that the American people are
dupes of Gestapo-like tactics and
should wake up to the situation.

(Continued from Page 6)
supervised conditions. Businesses
are always looking for leaders and
they traditionally turn to Army
officers a great part of the time.
That leaders exist in ROTC at
Georgetown can hardly be denied.
A brief perusal of the ROTC roster from junior and senior year includes some of the following
names: John Kelly and Harvey
Simmons, president and vice president of the Walsh Area Student
Council; Larry LaPare, treasurer
of the Yard; Jim Scott, SFS academic representative and head of
the committee which authored
the recent report; Peter Khouri,
president of the University Band,
Richard Mendelsohn, president of
the New York Met Club; Tom
Schroeter, president of the College
Junior Class; George Condon,
news editor of the HOYA; and
Royal Wharton, president of the
YAF.
Also in ROTC are: John P.
Bellassai, vice president of the
PhiIodemic Club; Fred Perella, director of GUCAP; Dan Sullivan,
vice president of the College Senior Class; John Pinto, chairman
of the Four Tops Concert; and
football players Emmet Cosgrove,
George Casey, and Pete McGuire.
The list could go on indefinitely
(it could even be mentioned that
the presidents of both student
councils last year were in ROTC)
but the point has been madeROTC cadets are an active part
of the Georgetown community and
ROTC sh..ould remain to be equally
as integral a part of the University.

Move Made To Evoke
More Student Interest
(Continued from Page 1)
Three proposals for student representation in the Alumni Association were presented to the
board of governors. They were
read and reread a number of times
and were eventually recommitted
to the student-alumni group for
further consideration.
The first was "that there shall
be a student representative from
each school (or equivalent stUdent
government organization), seated
as a voting member of the board
of Governors of the Alumni Association; said student to be chosen
by a method to be established by
the student councils, or equivalent
bodies representative of the several schools, and a member of such
council or body."
The second measure, divided in
two parts, proposed; a) "that the
president of the Alumni Association may appoint a student in
consultation with several student
councils to any Alumni Association committees, not precluded by
the constitution, b) that the president of the Alumni Association
may appoint additional stUdent
representatives on the board of
governors. The final motion was:
"That an additional region, to be
designated the Georgetown University Campus Region, be established provisionally for a period
of three years, to provide student
representation to the Alumni Association of Georgetowp University. This region is to comprise
the total enrolled student population of the University, and is to
be independent of the Metropolitan Washington region, and is to
send to the board of governors
seniors only of the various schools
as defined in the resolution of
Oct. 14, 1968 of the student
alumni relations committee, with
the proviso that juniors of all undergradua te schools or students
who are in their penultimate year
of study for professional degrees,
or who have completed their
course work for degrees of M.S.,
M.A., or Ph.D. before being ad-

vanced to candidacy, be incorporated as members of the Georgetown University Campus Region
and of the Georgetown University
Alumni Association by Sept.
I, 1970."
Two prominent area alumni, Mr.
Richard J. McCooey, the proprietor of 1789, and Mr. Eugene
L. Stewart expressed support of
the three proposals at the meeting.
Mr. McCooey feels that by allowing students as members, all
students would have a broader
view of what the Alumni Association is and their relation to it.
"There must be a determined effort by both parties, the Alumni
Association and· the students, to
meet the challenge and to solve
this problem," he said. "If everyone would have a genuine motivation for progress, then controversy
would focus all men's minds on
the question."
The student representative of
Walsh Area to the student-alumni
relations board, Bill Hemsley
(SFS '69) commented cautiously
on the matter, "We'll just have to
work the proposals over and present them explicitly with all their
ramifications at the next meeting
of the board of governors. Then
possibly, we will be able to communicate and the proposals will
be voted upon." He further stated
"More student in t ere stand
appreciation of the potential of
that interest is needed on both
sides, graduate and undergraduate alumni."
Mr. Eugene L. Stewart (ColI.
'48,
Law
'51
summed
up
the situation, concerning the proposals: "They were good and reasonable proposals. The challenge
of the ideas would contribute
constructively to the alumni program of service to the University.
I said that students and alumni
have one important matter which
they have in common-that both
shared a love for Georgetown and
a desire to be of service to her.
The battle was lost-but we are
not done with the matter."
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. . . we hope you liked him.
We're talking about George Bernard Shaw as brought to
We believe that we can do something about some
of the social problems that have the world uptight today.
life by the British actor, Max Adrian. We like him so much
Air and water pollution. Poor housing. Traffic congestion.
we are sponsoring the U.S. college tour of the "By George"
London-Broadway stage production. Hope you caught it
Crowded hospitals.
You see, we pioneered in the development of systems
here. If not, catch it on Angel records.
But why is a billion-dollar industrial corporation
engineering techniques to solve complex aerospace problike TRW having a love affair with that iconoclast, that
lems. And we persist in thinking that the same techniques
can solve social problems. Because, basically, systems enprofessional cynic, that socialist, George Bernard Shaw?
gineering is nothing but an all-out assault on a problem
Because the man is a mind-opener and we thrive,
corporately speaking, on open minds. Ours. Yours. Conusing computerized common sense to analyze every last step
sider what Shaw said about England decades ago: "The cryof every factor involved. And from seeming chaos, developing need of the nation is not for better morals, cheaper
ing an orderly solution. A system.
Our systems analysts have been working on such
bread, temperance, liberty, culture, redemption of fallen
civil systems projects as a major medical center, an urban
sisters and erring brothers, nor the grace, love and fellowship of the Trinity, but simply for enough money. And the
high-speed ground transportation setup, a regional land-use
evil to be attacked is not sin, suffering, greed, priestcraft,
plan.
We expect to do more of this kind of thing, and we
kingcraft, demagogy, monopoly, ignorance, drink, war,
pestilence, nor any of the consequences of poverty, but
are equipped to do it. Among TRW's 75,000 employees are
just poverty itself."
more than 7,000 with technical degrees, including over 550
It is possible for you or us to take exception to
Ph.D.'s and approximately 2% of the country's physicists.
._: :-,:«'13
h '.'Men a~e wise bin propo1rt.ion, not .to
all or part of this, but it's something to chew .
on, here, today.
..:..~.....' ~.... t elf expenence, ut to t lelr capaCIty
Here's another one: "Revolu'- ;?
. .- ""'.. for experience."
tions have never lightened the burden
.~
:.....
.""
In view of the complexity of
of tyranny: they have only shifted it
the problems, the solutions and
to another shoulder." Yet, "The
the new systems will be comreasonable man adapts himself to
...,
plex. But workable, if society
the world; the unreasonable one
~.
has the will.
persists in trying to adapt the
"The philosopher is Naworld to himself. Therefore, all
ture's pilot. And there you
progress depends on the un rea'It
have our difference: to be in
sonable man."
•
.. . .
hell is to drift; to be in heaven
TRW is, in this sense, a
is to steer."
G.B.S.
company of unreasonable men ..
We believe, for instance,
-r~W
that we can help change the world.
~
®

IF.

-

I

TRW INC. (Formerly Thompson Ramo
Wooldridge Inc.), Cleveland, OhioBalanced diversity in Electronics, Aerospace,
Automotive and Industrial Markets.
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1. Wow! What is it?
Python LTD.
Fully.equipped.

Georgetown has lona quarterback Gino Partenza scrambling as tackle
Paul Steiner (72) gives pursuit.

2. What happened to your Viper
Mark IV?
I just couldn't identify
with that car.

3. That's what you said about
the Sidewinder Eight.
But a Python is something else. Four-on-thefloor, six-barrel carb,
console tach ... and
what a steal!

S.A.C. Accepting Ads
For Cagers Program
Robert Lighthizer, editor of the
1968 basketball program to be
sold at all 11 varsity home games,
has announced that the Student
Athletic Commission is now accepting advertisements. Lightizer stated the objective of the Student Athletic Commission, "The
University has given us the responsibility for the official game
program in the hope that we

LOOK
What $59.00 Will
Buy:

4. Don't you think you ought to
hold onto a car more than a
month, Chet?
When yo1,l see a great
buy coming your way,
you have to grab it.

5. That's what I did yesterdaysigned up for Living Insurance
from EqUitable. At my age the
cost is low, and I get solid
protection now that will continue
to cover my family later when
I get married. Plus a nice
nest egg when I retire.
With the right set of
wheels, you'll go a
long way.

1 blaser ........... $45.00
single-breasted
1 Farah Hopsack
Slack ........... $ 9.00
1 All Silk Reis
Repp Tie ....... $ 3.50
1 Shaggy Knit hose . $ 1.50

~

For information about Living Insurance, see The Man from Equitable.
For career opportunities at Equitable, see your Placement Officer, or
write: Lionel M. Stevens, Manager, College Employment.

THE fEQUITABLE
The Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United States
1285 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10019
An Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F
© Equitable 1968

~R

7847 Old Georgetown Rd.

Bethesda, Md.
Phone 657-8677

Fine Men's Wear one :flight up
First Quality Men's Suits, Sp'ort Coats, and Pants
Made by the Country's Leading Manufacturers at savings up to 50%.
Current Handsome Styling Running the Full Gamut.
Our merchandise can be seen at the l1ner shops in the
Washington area at approximately twice the price!

S

es

ame

(Continued from Page 24)
N avy f orward k'IC k e d In
. t 0 th e
right hand corner of the goal
from the end of the penalty-zone.
It was an exceptional shot from
directly in front of the goal, taken
while the ball was still in the> air.
Navy scored two more goals during the game, making the final
score 7-0. Georgetown had played
their best as a team during the
last quarter, but it wasn't enough.
Coach Ricardo Mendoza said
that he was satisfied with the play
of his team throughout the season.
He felt that the Hoyas played
their best in the George Washington game. The Georgetown soccer
coach said, "Our boys were very
tired after the Catholic game, and
this certainly hurt us against
Navy."
Alfredo Montero, who played
out s tan din g soccer for the
Hoyas this season, said that
Georgetown could look forward to
a better season next year. But
Montero cautioned that if Georgetown expected to compete against
top·-Ievel competition they would
need scholarship players. At present, Georgetown has none. Montero incidentally has been nominated for the soccer All-American
team.

BASKETBALL
(Continued from Page 24)
"best defensive player man for
man."
Mike Laska has a year of seasoning behind him, playing "a
little sounder" at the guard spot.
Sophomores Tim Mercier and
Don Weber figure to lend speed
to veteran Jim Supple's scoring
punch.
But Georgetown fans need not
neglect a rosy present in favor
of a distant future. Magee's confidence is understated rather than
unfounded; his determination firm
not flagging.

Runners Li'ft Hoyos
To Winning Season

(Continued from Page 24)
his first play. The two teams compiled 614 total yards and amassed
24 first downs.
The only sad note of the day
was that 13 Hoya seniors played
in their last varsity football
game. Both quarterbacks Bruce
Simmons and Tom Argentieri, as
well as Joe Duckett, an excel-

Gentlemen's Fashio1lS
Faithful To Tradition
On Campus--35th at N St.
Open T onite 'til 9 p.m.
Fri. and Sat. 'til 6 p.m.

THE PIPERACK

OPen Mon.·Pri. 9:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Sat. 9:00 a.m. /0 6:00 p.m.

could come up with an interesting
and colorful format. We think we
have." Unlike the program of previous seasons, this year's will be
20 pages long and will have a
colorful cover. It will be sold for
$.25. The proceeds will go to the
Rowing Association (crew) and
the Student Athletic Commission.
The basketball program is one
phase of an over-all SAC effort
to stimulate an interest in basketball this season.
Student groups, or business
firms interested in purchasing advertising space in the program
should contact John Schnare,
527-4157, immediately. The rates
for advertisements are full page,
$100; half page, $60; and quarter
page, $30. Two thousand copies of
the program will be sold at each
of the 11 home basketball games.

Mendoza Saw
GW Struggle
A B tG

Robert Richardson
Head Housekeeper
"Bobby," 26, came to 1789
three years ago as a janitor.
Today he is master of all jobs:
bartender, cook, busboy, waiter.
painter, etc., besides being head
housekeeper. Bob's fat her
worked for Alex Inglese for
thirteen years in Montgomery,
Alabama-we look forward to
Bob's being here at 1789 for
thirteen years, all in service to
this community.

lent blocker and the team's leading
rusher, are graduating. Also missing from the backfield next year
will be halfback Pete McGuire.
On the offensive line Joe Lonardo,
Don BUettenmuller, Rich Valerian,
and captain Pierce O'Donnell will
be lost at graduation. Also leaving
the football team are the following
seniors: tackle Pete Hansen, end
Bill Kuhn, halfback Len Quaranto,
defensive halfback John Ryan, and
tackle Paul Steiner.
However, returning next year to
improve on this year's 3-2 record
will be the nucleus of another fine
team. John (O.J.) Dwyer, Mark
Hollo, John Kuhns, Dave Goracy,
and kicking specialist Emmett Cosgrove will continue to fill key positions on next :year's squad. Mush
Dubofsky can also count on Brian
Phelan, Bob Hussey, John Montgomery, John Sutton, C. D. Walsh,
Fred Curran and Jim Graeter for
next year.
Concerning that 1969 season will
be the anticipated clash between
the student body and administration. Many students want to see
an expanded schedule next fall.
This may be hard to accomplish
because of the administration's
present policy prohibiting practice
sessions before the opening of the
school year. Most players feel that
the fundamentals of the game are
best acquired early in the season
at a time before academic pressures are brought to bear.
Assistant Coach Scotty Glacken
felt that an expanded schedule
would better show the true quality of the team. He said, "The
season was successful, but was too
short. The boys were just starting
to hit their peak at about the 5th
game and then the season was
over ... the offensive line was beginning to work together."

TIlE flOYA
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Ruggers Not So Rugged,
Bow To Washington Club

IN PERSON • ONE SHOW ONLY
DURWOOD C. SETTLES PRESENTS

The Georgetown Rugby Club
had little success last weekend
against the forces of the Washington Rugby Club. The Hoya "A"
te3m dropped D 6-0 decision while
their "B" comrades were clouted,
11-3. Both games were played at
the Haynes Point field which had
not recovered from the week's
torrential downpour. The entire
playing surface was covered with
mud.
The slippery playing conditions
held down the score of the "A"
game. Georgetown had beaten the
Washington Club's "C" team earl-

iet' in the season, but the Hoyas the Hoyas were caught with their
wct'e completely dominated this guard down. Many of the Georgetime by the local club's "Au com- town mistakes were due to inexpetitors. 'Washington exhibited perience.
sllperior ball control, rarely alThe young Hoyas finally got
lowing the Georgetowners posses- squared away later in the first
sion of the ball. Washington half. They controlled the ball 70
scored on a 25 yard jaunt in the percent of the time but were able
first half and on a recovered kick to pUllch across only one of the
in the second stanza.
scoring opportunities. The GeorgeThe Hoyas never seriously town men complained about the
threatened the Washington goal referees after the game. The
line. The area team, which is muddy field conditions also hurt
composed of men who are in the offensive challenges.
25-30 year age bracket, were
The Georgetown "A" Rugby
much heavier than the Hilltop Club now has a season record of
representatives and used their two wins, five. losses, and one tie
weight advantage well in the with one match left to be played.
tackling phase of the game. The The Hoyas have defeated the
Blue and Gray offense was addi- Washington "C" team and Lehigh.
tionally handicapped by two in- They have been beaten by Maryjuries during the battle.
land, George Washington, VirThe Georgetown "B" ruggers ginia, Villanova, and the Washfared a little better than their ington "A" team. The ruggers
"A" compatriots. They displayed tied North Carolina. The "B"
excellent passing, good ball con- team has a 1-6-1 mark. Both
by Bill' Bremer
trol, alld aggressive tackling, but squads will journey to LynchThe intramural football season mental mistakes proved their un- burg this weekend as they atstarted Oct. 1 in the Frosh and doing. The Washington crew tempt to conclude the season
Independent Leagues. The fresh- struck early with five points as on a winning note.
men assembled a total of 16 14man teams and the upper classmen a total of twelve. On Nov. 9,
the season ended, with both divisions narrowed down to a handful of teams in the playoffs.
Ir. the Independent League,
composed of teams of upper classmen, the contest was down to two
teams in the finals, which were
held Tuesday. The "Biceps", made
up of seniors, were matched
against the "Higmen". Competing
in their fourth year in the program, the "Biceps" were favored
to beat their opponents.
Dragged down by exam cram?
The freshman league played
Bugged by a roommate? Fed up
their semi-finals last Friday. The
with dorm meals?
New South "Alphas" defeated the
Escape from the ordinary.
Loyola "A" team in a closely
Escape in an Olds Cutlass S.
played game, putting them in the
With a Rocket 350 V-8
finals. The "Betas", also from
your escape will be quick and
New South, were victorious over
easy. And economical.
the third floor from New North
Or order it up with a consoleon the same day, to place them in
mounted Hurst Shifter, and really
th~ finals competition also. The
get in sync with what's happening.
frosh finals were played TuesOr better yet, go directly to the
day.
head of the class with W-31
Mr. Murtagh, the director of
Force-Air Induction and
the intramural sports program,
put everybody down.
:'.
said that there was a good turn. .. '
Custom Sport Wheels, GT stripes, " '.
out for football this year, as
::!",
buckets-you can get as far from
'.'
there is practically every year.
the ordinary as you care to go.
Now that the football season is
The main thing is to escape,
completed, the intramural fans
can look forward to an exciting
baby. And there's only one way
.... ":"'::'
basketball season, which is now
to go.
.
".
,',:'
getting underway.
':. .
Cutlass S. The Escapemobile.
....... ;'
",: :::'
...... .
. ..... ; :.
.....
.... "

PLUS SPECIAL EXTRA ADDED ATTRACTION

THE

STEVE MILLER BAND
ALSO EXCITING NEW UNDERGROUND GROUP

RHINOCEROS

Intramurals End
In Football; Hoyas
Ready For 8-8011

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 24, 1968, 8:00 P.M.
ALEXANDRIA ROLLER RINK
807 N. ST. ASAPH ST., ALEXANDRIA, VA.
Tickets $4.00 in advance, $5.00 at the door
Tickets on sale now at all GIANT MUSIC CENTERS, Falls
Church, Arlington, Fairfax. ALL MONTGOMERY WARD
ST~RES; SOUL SHACK, 1221 G St., N.W.; DISC SHOP, 1825
C:D' \, Ave.; LEARMONT'S, Georgetown.-
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Bass of Wilton, Maine, makes
one of the best, in true moccasin
construction. They are undoubtedly the very best of their kind.
In Black and Brown
Also Grained. All Sizes.

.
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Bass Weejuns

$19
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Bass Weejuns for Women
$16
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Cutlass s: ~
the Escapemobile
from Oldsmobile

§M

"ARK Of EilCCELlENCE

Olds ads for college students are created by college students.
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·Tremen,dous Effort Needed
,For NCAA Championship IJnd@r Th@ Tabl@
(Continued from Page 24)
well, but it's impossible to predict an individual performance.
However, I'd like to say that I
think the team will do well."
An interesting note on Stageberg is his concern for the team.
When he finished the race, he did
not gloat over his victory. Instead,
,he went back to the finish line and
eagerly waited for his teammates
to finish.
However, they did not provide
enough support. In spite of taking
16th, 17th, 23rd, and 33rd, Greg
Ryan, Garth McKay, Fred Protopappas, and Fred Lane respectively, the Hoyas couldn't catch Vil-

lanova. Severely hurting their
chances was the fact that Jay
Nichols fell and didn't finish. In
addition, the Wildcats ran extremely well. Dick Buerkle (third)
and Chris Mason (12th) provided
pleasant surprises for Coach Eliot.
Also, uncounted-upon support was
added by the 21st place finish of
Frank Murphy running his first
race this year for Villanova. These
three runners plus the steady running of Wildcat ace Tom Donnelly
(sixth) and Des McCormick (24th)
led to the Hoyas' downfall.
However, the Georgetown harriers get a chance to redeem
themselves next week at the Nationals, which are also being held
at Van Cortlandt. Also, they can
take the rubber match (the Hoyas
taking the dual meet and the
Wildcats the IC4A's). In spite of

the defeat Monday, the team feels
by Pat Quinn
they have
chance
to win.
believe
a alittle
extra
effortThey
on L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _'

Georgetown had Villanova cross-country coach "Jumbo"
Jim Elliott sweating last Monday at the IC4A Championships in New York until a wily Irishman by the name of
Frank Murphy displayed his running form on the raindrenched Van Cortlandt Park course. Murphy, who represented Ireland in the Mexico City Olympics and wasn't supposed to compete in the cross-country season, gave Elliott's
h
h' d
. IC4A
Wildcats enough depth to capture t eir t Ir succeSSIve
title, forcing the Hoyas to play their all-too-familiar bridesmaid role to Villanova.
C
h S
B
d k h d
Even Georgetown's stoical oac
teve ene e
a a
hard time restraining his emotions after this one. Through
the dual meet schedule and the long, monotonous practice
workouts, Benedek had primed his team for the IC4A's. But
Villanova, whom Benedek's men had trounced in a dual meet
earlier in the year, proved itself the fitter of the two.
However, the fittest of all in that unholy five mile epic
staged in a steady downpour was the Hilltop's indefatiguable
Steve Stageberg. The Foreign Service senior, who was more
muddy than tired after the race, could have run the last 100
yards backwards and still finished first. Stageberg, possibly
the best cross-country runner in the nation, has not tasted
defeat in two seasons of dual meet competition (a string of
the way with Candy Ross and Sue 11 straight triumps). The Georgetown ace will go after the
Centa along as crews.
highest prize this Monday in the NCAA Championships. A
In more recent competition, Stageberg success would be a fitting climax to an amazing
senior Peter Kelly dealt Navy its
first defeat of the year in Shields cross-country career.
No one seems to know what kind of endurance talent lies
Boat Match racing but eventually
lost the series 2 to 1. Sailing beyond the IC4A boundaries, but the consensus is that the
with Kelly on Homecoming week- East has the best cross-country teams this year. So Monday
end were Bob Wright, George
Middleton and an unknown new- may be a repeat of the IC4A battle between Villanova and
Georgetown.
comer Betty Cox.
Last weekend the women's team
In order to win, the Hoya harriers must give a superhuman
placed third in their fall champion- effort, something which Benedek is not incapable of obtainships competition here on the
Potomac. Leading the girls were ing. The presence of ABC television cameras, which will tape
Gail Barlow and Betsy Rugg with the meet for "Wide World of Sports", will provide an opporTerri Mellen and Ginger Sullivan tunity for the runner to display the Benedek techniques to a
as crews.
national audience.
And finally in fall mono type
On the football scene, the Hoyas rose to the occasion and
competition, Foster Mellen finished
ninth of a field of 33 of the Middle manhandled the. well-regarded lona Gaels, 27-13. Georgetown's football edition thus wound up the season with a 3-2
Atlantic's best.
The Hoya sailors close out mark, preserving head coach Mush Dubofsky's enviable recvarsity competition for the fall ord of never having been associated with a losing football
with the fall championships, the
War Memorial Regatta, at Navy team. His 1968 Hoyas, despite beginning the schedule in the
and finally with the Potomac middle of October, acquitted themselves well. The loss to
Frostbite Nov. 23 and 24.
Fordham was the only real embarrassment of the season.
Unfortunately, too much of the team's fate was subject
to the vagaries of its quarterbacks, whose performances were
as unpredictable as Marv Thronberry. On their bad days,
which invariably occurred on the same afternoons, nobody
~
It
could play quarterback like Bruce Simmons and Tom ArgenJ
j .
tieri couldn't. But just when everything in the Georgetown
offense appeared totally chaotic, Simmons or Argentieri
would start looking like a club football Terry Hanratty. It
'0'
was Simmons who returned Hoya quarterbacking to sanity
:I
\
against Iona, displaying as much poise as he has ever shown.
Despite all the degradation it receives from Hoya football
purists, club football has proven itself to be an indispensable
element of Georgetown athletics. The fall sports calendar on
the Hilltop would be pretty bare without it. Although both
cross-country and soccer generate genuine excitement, neither has the spectator appeal of football. As one Hoya athlete
put it last year, "The fans don't groove on track." Its club
label notwithstanding, Georgetown football provides enough
action for the fans to "groove on".
The task that lies ahead is to improve the quality of the
club football product. The University administration exhibited
its interest by hiring Dubofsky, a veteran of the football
wars, as head coach this year. The satisfactory game attendance at the Fordham and Iona contests indicated student support. One Student Athletic Commission zealot had considered
distributing handbills entitled "Football Is Dying At Georgetown" through the dorms in an attempt to build up the
crowd for the rona game. Last Saturday's turnout proved
that such artificial measures aren't necessary.
Encouraged by this "mandate", Halfback John (O.J.)
Dwyer is already working on the possibilities of an expanded
club football schedule for next year. Assistant coaches Scotty
Glacken and John Carlo intend to visit such Washington
area high schools as St. Johns' and Georgetown Prep in the
hopes of attracting some of their football talent to the Hilltop. Georgetown Prep, which went unbeaten this year, placed
11 of its players on the conference all-star team.
Not to be outdone, Mush Dubofsky is talking to a top flight
quarterback from the Pittsburgh area. Building on the nucleus of this year's team, Georgetown's football prospects for
1969 don't look too bad.
each of their parts can make a
difference.
In summarizing the meet, Coach
Benedek said that he felt it was
one of the most highly contested
in years. This year's winning
score was one of the highest in
the past few IC4A meets. Also,
he said that he felt the Hoyas
could have won; all that was needed was that extra effort that
makes champions.
Finally, the prospects for the
future indicate that VillanovaGeorgetown battles will continue.
Villanova completely dominated in
winning the freshman division,
while Georgetown's Paul Catano
provided a fine effort in finishing
11th.

Sailors Finish High
In Nevin's Regatta
Peter Conathan
Waiter
Peter, 20, and a junior majoring in Economics in the College,
follows in his brother John's
footsteps here at 1789. He, like
all student employees, has
worked from carparker and
assistant bartender to waiter in
the Tombs. If he continues to
follow his· brother, after graduation he'll end up in O.C.S.
with the Navy.

I
I

by Pan Fanaritis
Sophomore Joe Collins led the
Hoyas two weeks ago to a fourthplace finish against 13 of the best
schools in the East in the Nevin's
Cup competition at King's Point,
New York. Collins' consistent sailing in near gale-like wind enabled
him to place in the top four of
the 26 individual skippers. By
averting any capsizings or disqualifications in the 16 races the
Georgetown sailors were able to
give Navy, the Coast Guard
Academy and the NY Maritime
Academy a good run for first place
overall. Crewing for Collins was
sophomore Bob Wright, while
Commodore Foster Mellen skippered the other Georgetown boat
with Dave Casey and Gail Barlow
as crews.
Also that weekend, the women's
team swept a one-day invitational
regatta at Princeton with Misses
Barlow and Betsy Rugg leading

ffMany are called, but few are chosen"
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The Courtside Club
Georgetown has many traditions.
One is the animal section.

Join us at midcourt
for the season.
Membership:
Season ticket:
Both:

$1.50
$5.50
$6.50

(one free game included)

Guaranteed seat with membership
Fringe be11efits

Student Athletic Commission
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Stageberg Runs Past IC4A Field
.. Hoyas Runners-Up
In Team Standings

Joe Duckett.

JACK .MAGEE

'

=:;;;;;:!~~

Simmons Star
In Final Game
by Tim Finan
After last year's 41-0 setback,
no one really knew what to expect
from Jona's 10th ranked club footlast Saturday the Hoyas were on
the long end oi a 27-13 score. It
was only natural that Georgetown
win, in light of the consistent inconsistency of our record. The
Hoyas opened with a win over St.
Peter's followt>d by a loss to Fordham, a win over Seton Hall, a loss
to Catholic, and then last Saturday's winning finale.
The Hoyas, undefeated at home,
struck paydirt early in the first
period on a scoring dash by John
(O.J.) Dwyer. From the opening
kickoff it was all Georgetown, as
the Hoyas were never headed.
With quarterback Bruce Simmons
alternating between a pro-type,
split T, and I formations, the
home club banged its way to a
14-7 half-time lead. By the fourth
quarter the Hoyas had upped the
count to 27-7. Jona closed out the
scoring, but Georgetown diminished its importance when Pierce
O'Donnell blocked the conversion
attempt.
Bruce Simmons played the best
game of his eareer. He was at the
helm on every Georgetown score.
With fancy ball-handling Simmons
rifled two touchdown strikes to
John Sutton and Dave Goracy.
Hard running sophomore Dwyer
accounted for the other Georgetown scores.
Both teams moved the ball well
as Georgetown constantly opened
up gaping holes in the right side
of the highly touted 5-2-4 defense
of Iona. The Gaels line averaged
well over 200 lbs. per man.
One hundred and twenty-five
yards in penalties were assessed
in the game, one of those penalties
was the result of a controversial
pass completion by Iona. Two
Iona receivers were playing their
own version of volley ball, and
apparently Mush Dubofsky was
out of line in demanding a clarification of the rules governing the
advancing of the ball by tapping
it.
The game was
completely
dominated by the offense. Even
Hoya SUbstitute quarterback Tom
Argentieri completed a pass on
(Continued on Page 21)

,.,

Hoya end John Sutton (83) gathers in one of Bruce Simmons' passes
as halfback Herb Engler (33) moves in to block.

Magee Looks For
Winning Season
by Mark Davis
College basketball coaches are
a rare concoction of the same redeeming qualities that has given
Detroit a Denny McLain and
America a Richard Nixon. After
flirting with vanity one day and
humility the next, they always
seem to find a middle and richer
course-to the surprise of no one.
This apparent violation of the
laws of human nature isn't really
the fault of the coach. Fans come
to expect their leader to go
through the pre-season ritual of
shooting for the moon, hiding for
cover behind an eight-ball, and
then appearing on the court ready
for virtually anything.
Ritual should not betray Jack
Magee's confidence or his candor.
As a rebuttal to heretics who
think Georgetown is ordained to
finish no better one year than
the next, Magee sincerely is more
confident this November than last.
"If we win all the games we're
supposed to and split the hard
ones, we could win 19," he said
someWhat facetiously.
Last year the Hoyas fell victim
to an unfortunate combination of
victories in impossible games (Columbia and Holy Cross), defeats
in hard ones (Army and St.
Peter's), and downright embarrassments in others (Seton Hall
and George Washington).
The result was a thoroughly
distasteful 11-12 record. The
question, then, is what advantages do the Hoyas have in this
campaign not present last season?
For one, Georgetown has a
more appetizing schedule. While
the Hoyas know too well that upset accompanies i n di g est ion,
Georgetown should be able to
savor some of its new additions
to the winter menu.
The passing of another year
has also uncovered a different
and perhaps quicker line-up. Magee cited Dick Zeitler, Charlie
Adrion, and Paul Favorite as
standouts in practice sessions.
Philosophizing a1:>out what an
ideal squad should include, Magee theorized that a winning team
should be "agile, mobile, and hostile."

While this sounds like a prescription for the Chicago police,
force, Magee contends full performance could bring Georgetown
a bid to play in the National Invitational Tournament. The magic
number appears to be 14 victories
by the Feb. 19 Boston College
clash.
Regardless of how this season
finally ends, the Hoyas are on
solid ground for succeeding years.
Zeitler enters his first year of
varsity competition as Magee's
(Continued on Page 21)

by Pan Fanaritis
"Before the meet, I didn't think
we would win. I thought either you
(Georgetown) or Harvard WOUld."
Thus spoke "Jungle Jim" Elliott as
he clutched the trophy which signified that Villanova for the third
straight year had won the IC4A
cross-country championship. Battling the mud and rain in addition
to the other teams, the Wildcats
amassed a total of 63 points after
displacement (the elimination of
individual runners from the order
of finish). The Hoyas finished a
close second with 86. Harvard
(121), Michigan State (130) , and
William and Mary (ISS) rounded
out the top five teams.
However, on the brighter side,
Steve Stageberg ran away with
the individual title. Avenging last
year's defeat, Steve bested Holy
Cross' Art DuLong by 40 yards.
In spite of the poor conditions,
"Stag's" time of 24:32.4 was not
far off the course record (24:04.4).
After trailing early in the race,
he took the lead at the mile and
a half mark and was never headed.
In a close battle for third, Villanova's Dick Buerkle overtook
Pitt's Jerry Richey at the wire
The fifth place finisher was Frank
Shorter of Yale.
After the race, the tired, smiling winner attracted a great
amount of attention. Reporters
from many of the East's major
newspapers surrounded him trying
to find out his life story. After
giving out this biographical information, he commented on the race.
Asked about the weather he replied, "It didn't bother me. If I
had lost, it would have, though."
Speaking of his tactics Steve said,
"Except for being slow at the

three mile mark, I ran the race •
as I had planned. I think a big
factor in this was experience. After running the course for four ..
years, I think I've learned how
to run it well." Finally, he concluded by talking about the Na- .;
tionals next week, "I hope to do
(Continued on Page 23)
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Smile Hides Pain Jot;
For Sad Benedek ~J
After le4A Finish ~
After he lost the 1956 presidential election, Adlai Stevenson
said, "It hurts too much to laugh,
and I'm too old to cry." This statement best describes the feelings
of Steve Benedek after the Hoyas'
narrow defeat by Villanova.
An incident which occurred before the meet illustrates the intensity of the Hoyas' coach. Asked
if he were nervous, the coach replied, "Not really, I'm more frustrated. I want to get out there
and run. I feel so helpless standing around; there's nothing I can
do."
However, there was a lot the
coach did do. During the race he
yelled, cheered, praised, chastised,
and probably prayed, and when it
was over and he realized the
Hoyas had lost, he fell silent. This
state was short-lived, though.
With a smile, he tried to cover
the pain.
Concerning Villanova's 1C4A effort, Benedek stated, "This is the
effort that champions expend, that
little extra. This week we didn't
have it; next week we might. Maybe the loss today will make them
more determined."
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Middies Trounce Soccer Squad; ·1
Season :Climaxed On Sour Note ~f
by Bob McOallion
In evaluating Georgetown's play
against his number one rated
team, the Mary land coach said,
"You boys outran us, there is no
doubt about it. You beat us to the
ball, which is something nobody
did, not even Navy."
Last Saturday, the Naval Academy certainly beat Georgetown to
the ball, as they defeated the
Hoyas 7-0. Navy was expected to
be an exceptionally conditioned
team. However, it was hoped that
the Hoyas' finesse, and ball-handling ability. would m~ke a good
game of the meeting but ,such
was not the case.
Navy took control of the game
from the very start while the
Hoyas never were able to put anything together. Things started gobad for Georgetown shortly after
the first quarter had begun, as
Navy scored their first goal on a
corner kick Which was beautifully
headed into the upper left hand
corner of the goal.
From this point on, things got
progressively worse for the Hoyas.
Navy's quick, short-passing game
was excellent, and the Georgetown defense was never able to
settle down and get organized. Navy controlled the ball
around midfield at this point,
which resulted in constant pres-

sure against the Hoya defense.
Roger Epee played exceptionally
well for the Hoyas in this quarter.
Navy's second goal of the quarter
came on an unaSSisted drive.
Navy scored twice in the
took control of the battle. The
Midshipmen showed exceptional
teamwork in this quarter, especially with their defense, which

was controlled by their goalie,
who was "talking it up" during
the whole game. Emile Sicre was
outstanding for the Hoyas on de- ~.
fense in this quarter, as he ~r
blocked two consecutive direct
kicks.
Navy scored their fifth goal on ...
a direct scissors kick, which a

'f

(Continued on Page 21)

Georgetown'S Emile Sicre and Dean Conway (12) wa.tch a Midshipman control the ball.
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